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Section 1-1

Introduction to - APEX

APEX is one of, if not the most complex gaming-simulations of an urban
area in use today. Although it was designed to supplement standard teach-

ing methods, APEX is far more than an educational tool. It is a communi-
cation channel of a new kind -- capable of providing both the language

and the forum for information transfer between persons and groups with
different educational and cultural backgrounds as well as different
prespectives on urban life.

APEX is composed of two essential components (1) a computerized
system made up of a series of well-integrated siriulation models (2) linked

to a "gamed" environment encompassing a series of interactive roles. The
computerized system predicts the changes that occur in several sectors of
urban life in response to the decisions made by participants in the
If gamed" environment, decisions made by persons outside the "gamed" envir-
onment (other actors whose behavior is simulated in the computer), and

external pressures on the city (also simulated in the computer).

The county of APEX is run year by year by a set of elite decision
makers performing both themundane and extraordinary functions of their

office in the "gamed" environment. Eadh cycle or year is condensed in
time to a three to eight hour session during which the decision makers
formulate their yearly policy. The decisions that emerge out of the
competitive-cooperative" environment of the gaming-simulation are used

as priming inputs to the computer simulation. The change in the status

of the urban area is calculated by the computer and returned to the
decision makers as the primary input to the next cycle of action. Includ-
ed in the change picture generated by the computer are selected social
indicators measuring the magnitudes of change in assorted key areas and
a newspaper serving as the focal point of local public opinion.

The key decision makers acting in the gamed environment include
politicians and planners from a central city and a county, an air pollution
control officer from the county, and land developers and industrialists
from the private sector. The politicians are responsible for the admini-
stration of their respective jurisdictions and for the formulation and
implementation of various programs to upgrade the social status of their
constituents. The planners serve as aides to the politicians and represent
the major long range coordinating force in the community. The air pollu-
tion control officer is charged with the task of cleaning and monitoring
the air mass above APEX county. The land developers and industrialists
have the responsibility of running their particular business concerns
within the confines of the county. It is expected that each decision
maker will find it to his advantage to coordinate and/Or compete with
other players in his efforts to promote his strategies. The APEX General
Interaction Diagram included here (see page ) indicates possible link-

ages among players and between players and the simulation.

In general, people have great difficulty understanding the dynamics

of a complex system through traditional means. Gaming-simulation offers

participants the opportunity to study, work with, and discuss the struc-
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ture of such a system and to experiment with intervention strategies de-

signed to change that structure. When used as a teaching device, the

strength of a gaming-simulation such as APEX lies in the opportunity

afforded participants for involvemnt in the system. When compared with

the passive observation of the system offered by traditional methods,

this approach has had great success.

In theory, complex gaming-simulation of the APEX variety is more

than a training device or communications facilitator. If the models were

more sophisticated the data base more accurate and more complete, a com-
plex gaming-simulation would be a policy testing device for use by prac-

ticing urban politicians, planners, APCO's and administrators. Conditional

predictions (predictions based on the particular policies and/or decisions

submitted to the model) of the ramifications of various decisions can be

generated through the use of a complex gaming-simulation -- predictions

that may forewarn the model user of unforeseen reactions to policy at

several levels of the urban hierarchy ranging from that of the highest

level.

The gamed environment is similar to that found in a typical midwest-
ern industrialized town. (In fact, the prototype city is Lansing, Michigan).

It has a population approaching 220,000 including several of minority
groups sharing racial or ethnic ties. There is a relatively dense central
city in the heart of the county, an adjacent suburb and two outlying
townships. Most of the industry is located in the central city (as are

the minority groups). Major firms include a large auto plant and the state
government offices. The suburb houses a major university. The townships

are largely agricultural, although urbanizing settlements are dotting

the lEndscapes. There is a major river running through the city serving

as the primary drainage system for the county. The climate of APEX is

temperate, with summer temperatures averaging about 70 degrees and winter

temperatures averaging near 25 degrees. Prevailing winds are westerly,

swinging to the southwest in summer and northwest in winter.

For the purposes of the gaming exercise, APEX county is divided into

29 analysis areas (see the attached map, Section 9). Population, employ-
ment and land use will be allocated to the areas and are categorized by

types established especially for APEX. These types are described in the

glossary included in this manual (Section 2) a glossary designed to aid

participants in learning the terminology of urban and environmental

mrnagement as well as that of the gaming exercise.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION:
Address inquiries to Chief, Institute for Air PolAmtion Training

Environmental Protection Agency
Research Triangle Park, North Carolina 27711
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Section 2-1

GLOSSARY AND REFERENCE TERMS

ABATEMENT

Abatement is the reduction of pollutant emissions from a source or

sources.

AIR POLLUTION

Air pollution is the presence in the outdoor air of substances which,

when present in sufficient quantity or over a period of time, can

cause an undesirable effect upon man, property, or the environment.

AIR POLLUTION REGULATIONS

Air pollution regulations are legal constraints on pollutant emissions,

production processes, or control systems. State regulations and County

regulations are enforceable by legal sanctions, while recommendations

are not.

AIR QUALITY

Air quality refers to the pollution concentration characteristics of

the atmosphere or ambient air in a given area. It is usually stated

in terms of the levels of concentration of specific pollutants, in

parts of pollutant per million parts of air. (See CONCENTRATION.)

Air Quality Goals are expressions of desirable maximum pollutant

concentrations to be achieved through a pollution control program.

Air Quality Standards are quantitativelyspecified maximum levels of

pollutant concentrations or dosages, as more precise statements of

air quality goals.

ALERT STAGES

Alert Stages refer to critical levels of concentration or dosage

signalling potential disastrous pollution effects and requiring emergency

abatement and control measures.

ANALYSIS AREA (A.A.)

Analysis areas are used as the primary areal reference units for the

data and issues throughout the game. The County is divided into a number

of analysis areas, each of which is the approximate size of several

census tracts. The analysis areas included in the five jurisdictions

are as follows:

is



Jurisdiction 1 -- Central City: Ward 1 = AA 1 through AA 4
Ward 2 = AA 5 through AA 8
Ward 3 = AA 9 through AA 13

Jurisdiction 2 -- Suburb: AA 17 through AA 19

Jurisdiction 3 -- Township 1: AA 23 through AA 28

Jurisdiction 4 -- Township 2: AA's 14-16, 20-22, 29

Jurisdiction 5 -- County: AA's 1-29

(See APEX Analysis Area map)

ANNUAL WAGE

This is the annual cost to the Industrialist of one worker and is an
average of the various rates of pay applicable to the different types
of workers in the firm. The applicable average wage rate for each
firm is reported in the Industrialist's output each cycle under cost
factors.

ASSESSED VALUE

Assessed value is the value assigned to real estate property for purposes
of assessing taxes owed to each of the Jurisdictions, County and school
districts. Governments are required by law to maintain an assessed
value of 50% of market value for property in their jurisdiction, although
this requirement is often not met. (E.g. if a residential property is
valued on the market at $20,u00, its assessed value is $10,000.)
(See STATE EQUALIZED VALUE.)

BOARD OF DIRECTORS

Each Industrialist acts as a Plant Manager and is responsible to the
Board of Directors of his plant for his decisions and actions. The
Board has the ultimate decision-making power in Plant affairs and may
approve, amend or reject the Manager's fiscal policy proposal. The
Board also sets the amount of dividends to be paid to the stockholders.

BONDING

Bonding is the process of incurring public debt to finance some capital
improvement project. It is a device used to extend the incidence of
costs over a long period of time, rather than have costs met out of
current revenues while the project is under construction. Politicians
may issue two kinds of bonds, general obligation bonds and revenue bonds.
These differ in three respects: (1) the need for voter concurrence,
(2) how they are paid off, and (3) the kinds of projects for which they
are appropriate. Before Politicians may float general obligation bonds
to finance projects, voters must approve this action in a referendum.
There is a State-imposed limit on the indebtedness that a jurisdiction
may incur through general obligation bonds. The amount of additional
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bonded indebtedness that can be sought is indicated in the Politician's
output as "$ Limit on Next Bond Sought".
(See DEBT RETIREMENT for the process of financing general obligation
bonds.)
Revenue bonds are not submitted to a referendum and are appropriate only
for particular projects. (Projects for which they may be used are noted
in the Project List.) They are paid off through fees collected for
the service provided by the facility, rather than by taxes.

CAPITAL PLANT INDEX (C.F.I.)

The capital plant index is a ratio of the present dollar value of
public capital facilities (sewers, water lines, streets, parks and
miscellaneous public holdings) to population equivalents. This number
reflects the load imposed on facilities by residents, employees and
clients, and thus is considered as an indication of the relative
level of adequacy of these facilities. Present dollar value is
calculated each cycle on the basis of depreciated value of existing
facilities plus new facilities. (Facilities depreciate at about 5% of
original value per year.)
(See POPULATION EQUIVALENT.)

CASH CARRYOVER

This is the cash reserve which an Industrialist or Developer carries
over to the next cycle after making all his expenditures, including
those for capital plant. It represents asyet uncommited funds, which
the player is free to use in the next cycle.

CASH TRANSFER

A cash transfer is used for loans or gifts of cash between players
when the reason for the exchange is unspecified. Revenues made, or
expenditures incurred, through an exchange of cash between either the
Government, Industrialist, or Developer, are recorded in the budget
section of the output. When applicable, cash transfers are also
used to cover the cost of television time and newspaper articles.

COMBUSTION

Combustion is the process of burning fuel or wastes.

CONCENTRATION

Conc,.tration is the ratio of pollutants to effluent gases or ambient
air, measured in parts per million (ppm) as a volume to volume ratio,
or micrograms per cubic meter (UG/cubic meter) as a weight to volume
ratio. Data on mean concentration per quarter, concentration on worst
day, and number of days above a specified concentration can be obtained
by the APCO, through the installation and operation of monitoring
stations.

CONTAMINANT See POLLUTANT
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CONTROL EFFICIENCY

Control efficiency refers to the ratio of the amount of a pollutant
removed from effluent gases by a control device to the total amount
of pollutant without control.

CONTROL SYSTEM

Control system refers to equipment and/or procedures intended to
reduce the amount of a pollutant, or pollutants, in effluent gases.
Each gamed industrial firm has a limited set of control system options
for each production or combustion process.

DEBT RETIREMENT (Debt Service)

Debt retirement, or debt service, is a term used to descr4be the
process of paying off long-term general obligation bonds sold by
public agencies. Debt retirement is a budget category of the
Politician which includes expenditures for both principal and
interest on general obligation bonds. Financing of these
expenditures may be with either normal millage or debt retirement
millage.

DEMOLITION COSTS (Clearance Costs)

A demolition cost of 5% of the assessed value of developed property
must be paid when developed land is rezoned.

DENSITY

In residential areas, density is the term used to express the number
of dwelling units per acre of land. In APEX a different density is
associated with each of the five residential development types,
with the lowest density found in land use category R-1 and the highest
in category 11-2.

The table on the following page expresses housing density in housing
units per acre, and in acres per housing unit.

DEPRECIATION ALLOWANCE

Each cycle, the total value of capital facilities, (building and
equipment) depreciate. A tax credit of 5% of the capital value facilities
is allowed the industrialist to compensate for this depreciation. The
amount is deducted before Federal and State income taxes are paid.
The industrialist may claim any part of his maximum allowance; any
portion of the allowance not taken will accumulate. The maximum deprec-
iation allowance is listed under cost factors in the industrialist's
output.

th,4



HOUSING DENSITY

AA

R-1 R-2 R-3 M-1

Units
per
Acre

Acres
per
Unit

; Units

i per
Acre

Acres
per
Unit

Units
per
Acre

Acres
per
Unit

UnitsT
per
Acre

Acres
per
Unit

1 4 71 3.5 29 5.6 .178 11.2 .089 I

2 2.4 .41 6.0 .16 9.6 .104 19.2 052

3 2.0 5 5.0 .20 8 0 .125 16.0 .062

4 2.8 .35 7.0 .14 11.2 .089 22.4' 046

2.1 47 5.3 .18 8.4 .119 16.8 059

1.6 .62 4.0 .25 6 4 .156 12.8 078

2.5 4 6.3 .15 10 0 .10 20.0 50

3 0 .33 7.5

3 0 -I-

.13

33

12.0

4 8

.083

.208

24.0

9 6

.041

104
9 1 2 83

10 2.5 4 6.3 .158 10.0 .10 20 0 050

11 1.0 1. 2.5 .4 4 0 .25 8.0 .125

12 1.0 1. 2 5 .4 4 0 .25 8 0 .125

13 1.0 2.5 4 4 0 25 8.0 .125

14 .5 2. 1.3 76 2 0 .5 4 0 .25

15 6 1 66 1 5 66 2 4 41 4.3 .208 I

16 .8 1 25 2.0 5 3 2 31 6.4 156 I

17 1 2 83 3.0 33 4.8 .208 9.6 104 I

18 2 3 43 5.8 172 9.2 108 18.4 054 1

19 3.0 .33 7 5 13 12 0 083 24 0 041 I

20 .8 1 25 2 0 5 32 33. 6 4 156

21 .5 2 13 76 2 0 5 4 0 25 1

22 .4 12.5 0 1. 1.6 62 3 2 31 I

23 .7

41

1 42 11 8 55 2 8 35 5 6 178 1

24 .3 3.33 8 1.25 1.2 .83 2.4 41 1

25 .4 2 5 1.0 10 1 6 .62 3.2 31 I

26 .3 3.33 8 1.25 1 2 83 2.4 41 1

27 .6 1.66 15 66 2 4 .41 4.8 .208 I

28 .3 3.33 .8 1.25 1.2 .83 2.4 .41 1

29 .5 2. 1.3 .76 2.0 i .5 4.0 .25

19

M-7

Units' Acres
per ' per

Acre Unit

21.0 .047

36.0 .027

30.0 .033

42.0 .023

31.5 .031

24.0 .041

I0 37.5 .026

45.0

18 0

.022

.055

37 5 I .026

15 0 I .066

15.0 1 .066

15.0 I .066

7.5 t .013

9.0 1 .011

12.0 I .083

18 0 I .055

34 5 028

45.0 1 .022

12.0 083

7 5 1 .013

6 0 16

10 5 1
.095

4 5 1 .022

6.0 16

4 5 022

9 0 011

4.5 022

7.5 .013



DEVELOPMENT TYPES AND COSTS

A. Residential

In APEX there are various levels
different qualities and sizes of
Developers. These costs are for
site improvements.

of cost and density associated with
housing which may be built by
structures, exclusive of land and

Single Family
Three different development-cost levels are applicable to APEX single-
family housing units, ranging from the highest construction cost of
$40,000 (designated as R-1) to the lowest cost housing, built at $15,000
per unit (designated as R-3). Any one of these types may be built on
land which, when vacant, is zoned R.

Multiple Family
Units of two different cost levels, M-1 and M-2, are available for
construction of multi-family housing in APEX. The highest cost per
unit, for M-1, is $30,000 and the lowest, for M-2, is $12,000. Either
of these types may be constructed on vacant land zoned M.

Residential Development Costs per Unit

R-I R-2 R-3 M-1 M-2

$40,000 $22,500 $15,000 $30,000 $12,000

B. Commercial

Two types of commercial land use are allowable in APEX. These relate
to local neighborhood shopping facilities and to regionally-oriented
commercial and service facilities. Both may be built only on zoning
category C land. Each is developed on a cost-per-acre basis, as
follows:

Commercial Development Costs by Type

C. Industrial

cla

$100,000

CR

$125,000

Endogenous industrial development permitted Developers in APEX is on
a per-acre basis, the cost being $100,000 per acre. Zoning category
I land may be developed into this land use.

(See ZONING CATEGORY.)
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DOSAGE

The specified time duration of an air pollutant's critical
concentration level in a particular location, or for a particular
person, material, etc., is known as dosage.

EFFLUENT

Effluents are the total gaseous emissions from production and
combustion processes and activities, including air pollutants and

non-noxious material.

ELITE OPINIOF, POLL (E.O.P.)

The Elite Opinion Poll calls for a vote of all game players on
certain major policy issues in the community. These issues appear

as headlines in the M.E.T.R.0.-APEX News, which ask for either a

deciding or advisory vote. The results of the Poll affect public
officials' chances of re-election, as well as the probabilities
of passage of general referenda and specific bond issue and special
millage requests.

EMISSIONS

Emissions are pollutants in effluent or exhaust gases which are
released into the air.

EMISSION FACTORS

Emission factors are estimates which can be used to approximate
the rate of emissions of specific pollutants from generalized
sources.

EMISSION MEASUREMENT

Air pollution emissions are measured in pounds per hour for particulates,

sulfur dioxide (S00), carbon monoxide (CO), nitrogen oxides (N0x),

and hydrocarbons (fiC); in Ringelmann number for smoke; and in
Stinkelmann number for odor. The emissions measured are of specific

pollutants from specific sources.

EMISSION RATE

Emission rate refers to the amount of pollutant emitted per unit of

time. Maximum allowable emissions will be specified in pounds per
hour if they refer to emission rates.

EMISSIONS SOURCE

An emission source is the origin of some specific air pollutants. In

the game there are several gamed point sources, about thirty non-gamed

point sources, plus: motor vehicles and space heating as line and area

sources, respectively.



EXOFIRM (EXOGENOUS FIRM)

An Exofirm is an industry or bureaucratic firm that depends primarily
upon markets outside the local area for its growth and vitality.
These firms are usually classified as Exofirms on the basis of their
being net importers of dollars and net exporters of products or services
to these outside markets. Jobs created .12y Exofirm growth spur

additional growth of households and jobs oriented to the local market.
(Exofirms are also often referred to as basic firms).
In APEX, Exofirms locate in zoning categories I and 0.
Periodically, the newspaper will note the opportunity for Developers to
invest, in a speculative way, in the entry of new Exofirms into the
metropolitan area, with a variable probability of success attached to
such investments. Occasionally, these Exofirms require rezoning of
land and/or installation of special capital improvements. Requirements

for such special public action and requests for private investment will
be noted in the newspaper announcement of the firm's interest in
locating in the area.

FUEL RATE

The amount of fuel consumed by each industry per unit of time is specified

in tons/hours for coal, in barrels (bb1)/hour for oil, in thousand

cubic feet (MCF)/hour for natural gas, and in megawatts (NW) for

electricity.

FUEL TYPE

The fuel type possibilities include: low-grade coal (Lo-Coal), high-grade

coal (Hi-Coal), law-grade oil (Lo-Oil), high-grade oil (H' -il), natural

gas, and electricity. The fuel option for each plant ia listed in the

Industrialist's output. The fuel grade refers inversely to the air pol-

lution potential of the burning fuel, i.e., Lo-Grade has high pollution

potential, and Hi-Grade fuels have low pollution potential.

HOUSEHOLD TYPES

Ite five household types used in APEX are dharacterizations of

families belonging to fairly homogeneous socio-economic groups.
These characterizatinns reflect life style, political involvement
and voting habits, :2,enc,:al consumption behavior and preference for

public goods. Therb ') substantial overlap of income levels for
all status groupings; bence income, alone, is a wt.,* indicator for

dharacterizing households.

Household Type" -- is upper class and upper-middle clasf. combined.

Occupations of the heads of households are: professionals, technical

workers, managers, officials, and proprietors. One-half of the family

income levels are in excess of $15,000 and the other half are in the

$10,000-$15,000 range. VAlue of housing is in excess of $20,000, and

if they rent, rentals are over $150 per month. This is the group which

is most concentrated in residential location. Education of the head

of the household is at least college graduate, often with post-graduate

study. Pressure group membership for this household type is found in

the Chamber of Commerce and Good Government League.

40fts,..401111111...



Hcusehold Type II -- is the t,pical middle-class household in which

t140 head's occupation i, (1t-rical, sales, or kindred types. Income

ot the family is primarily in the $7,000-$l0,000 range. Education of

the hcad of the household is .c)r)e college or at least high school

rrndu7tion. Housing value is primarily in the $15,000-$25,000 rane.

an gross rentals would usually be from $100 to $149 per month, thelly,1

they may be somewhat lower. Pressure group affiliations for this

tipe are with the Good Government League on the one hand, and with the

ultro.-conservatives on the other.

Household Type ITI -- the most numerous and widely-distributed of the

five types is characterized by a mixed membership of very low income

white collar workers, skilled craftsmen, and foremen, though the lat-

ter two predominate. In the outlying areas, farmers fall into this

category. Family income is primarily in the $5,000-$9,000 range.

The head of household's education is typically high school graduation.

Housing value is ,i5ua1ly in the $12,000-$20,000 range and rentals

are from $80-$125 per month. Members of this group are apt to belong

to the unions and/or the ultra-conservative pressure group.

Household Type IV -- is composed of semi-skilled workers, industry

operatives and non-household service workers, such as waiters, barbers

and pafking-lot attendants. Family incame is in dhe lower portion of

the $4,000-$7,000 range. Housing values range from $10,000 to $14,000

with gross rentals being $70 to $90 per month. Education of the head

of the household is usually 9 to 11 years. Pressure group memberShip

for this household type is found in the unions and among the civil

rights groups.

Household Txpe V is the lowest stratum of society, and heads of

households are laborers or household service workers. The vast

majority of the area's unemployed are of this type and roughly half

of all memb.s are elderly and retired. Family income is less than

$5,000 annually and the value of housing is less than $10,000, with

rentals primarily $50-$75 per month. Heads of households have usually

not been educated beyond the eighth grade. Membership in pressure

groups is found in the unions and civil rights groups.

Political involvement of the five household types declines from type

I (the highest) to type V, the latter being generally apathetic.

Likewise, concern with government operation and provision of public

services is highest in type I households aad declines steadily

through type V families.
The five household types will tend to demand housing of the five

residential development types according to the following percentages:

Household type I --
Household type II --

Household type III -

Household type IV --

Household type V --

50% will choose R-1; 30%, R-2, and 20%, M-1.

20% will choose housing in each of the five

development types.
- 10% prefer R-1; 30% prefer R-2; 20% choobe
R-3; 25% take 111, and 15%, M-2.
20% will choose R-2; 40%, R-3; 10%, M-1,
and 30%, Mr-2.
40% will be in R-3; 60% in M-2.

?,3
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IMPROVEMENT COSTS

Improvement costs are fees to prepare raw land for development,
including subdivision costs, sewer and water connections, drainage
and engineering. Developers are required to pay improvement costs
on all land on which they build structures. For residential property,
improvement costs are on a per unit basis as follows:

R-1 1172 R-3 M-2

$1,000 $.800 $700 $600 $400

For commercial and local industrial land uses, improvement costs are
on a per acre basis; for each the fee is $5,000 per acre.

These fees are automatically applied to all land on which the
Developer builds.

INTEREST RATE

The cost of borrowing money will vary for the Industrialists and
Developers according to both their credit rating and the length
of the loan, i.e., how many years will be taken to repay it.
Applicable interest rates are as follows:

Years to Repay
Credit Rating

A-1 A-2 A-3
1-2 4% 6% 8%

3-5 6% 8% 12%

6-10 8% 12% 16%

11-20 .12% 16% 20%

The cost of borrowing money for governmental agencies -- the interest
rate on bonds -- will vary according to the credit rating of the
jurisdiction, and will differ between general obligation and revenue
bonds. Since revenue bonds are not backed by governmental taxing
power they are riskier and therefore carry higher interest rates than
general obligation bonds. As a jurisdiction's credit rating falls
from A-1 to the interest rate on general obligation bonds will
increase from 4.5% to 6%.

ISSUE

Issue is used to refer to a problem situation presented to players
in the APEX News. Following each issue are two to four alternatives
from which one must be selected. (See ELITE OPINION POLL.)
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JURISDICTION

Jurisdiction refers to one of the political units in APEX.

Abbreviations used in the game are:

CC - Central City (Jurisdiction 1)
S - Suburb (Jurisdicticn 2)

UT 1 - Township 1 (Jurisdiction 3 or Western Township)

UT 2 - Township 2 (Jurisdiction 4 or Eastern Township)

Co - County (Jurisdiction 5)

(See ANALYSIS AREA.)

LAND USE

Land use refers to the types of structures built upon particular

pieces of land.

(See DEVELOPMENT TYPE and ZONING CATEGORY.)

MAXIMUM PRODUCTION CAPACITY

This is the maximum number of units which can be produced by a gamed

industry in a cycle, given the plant and equipment in existence

during that cycle. Maximum capacity may be increased by making

capital expenditures for building and equipment. New productive

capacity becomes available only in the cycle following that in which

money is budgeted for plant expansion.

MILLAGE

Millage is the tax rate, in mills, which is applied to State equalized

property value to generate property tax revenue. One mill is equal to

a $1 charge on each $1000 of value, or one tenth of one percent of the

State equalized value. There are three types of millage:

A. Normal Operating Millais is determined by local Politicians and

is applied to standard operating costs of government by State
and local law -- the local limit can never be higher than the
limit set by the State.

B. Special Millage which is not subject to State and local limits,
can be used for financing special programs. It must be voted on

in a referendum.

C. Debt Retirement Millage is not subject to the state and local

limits but it can be used for retiring capital project bonds.

This millage requires a favorable vote in a referendum.

Total millage is the sum of operating millage, any special millages and

the debt retirement millages which may be in effect during the year.
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MONITORING STATION

A monitoring station is a piece of equipment placed at a given location

for measurement of air quality. An air quality monitoring station of

one of five types may be installed and operated in any analysis area.

The pollutants measured by eich type of monitoring station are:

Type 1:

Type 2:
Type 3:
Type 4:

Type 5:

PARTICULATES

Particulates
Particulates and SO2
Particulates, SO2, and
Particulates, 502, CO,
Particulates, S02, CO,

CO
and NOx
NOx, and Hydrocarbons

Particulates are solid particle air pollutants, which may be suspended

in the air or may settle out, depending on the size of the particles,

wind speed, and other factors.

PLANT INSPECTION

A plant inspection is an "on-site" examination of production and

pollution control equipment, processes and proced4res. Plant

Inspections ordered by the APCO will provide him with information

on the production processes; production capacity: fuel and process

rates; Control systems; smoke code (Ringelmann number); and oCar

code (Stinkelmann number) for each process of a specific gamed or

notrgamed emission source.

PUNT MANAGER

The player in the role of Industrialist is acting as a Plant Manager.

(See BOARD OF DIRECTORS.)

POPULATION EQUIVALENT

The population equivalent is a means of converting (a) residents, and

(b) employees and clients of industries and commercial facilties into

a standard measure of the demand placed on such public capital facilities

as sewers, streets, and water supply. The population equivalent of an

area (analysis area or jurisdiction) is computed as follows:

P.E. =[Total households]+[.8 x all employees of commerce and industry]

For use of population equivalents in APEX, see CAPITAL PLANT INDEX.

PRESSURE GROUP

There are five pressure groups represented in APEK which take stands on

public policy issues and can influence voter behavior. The more extreme

the position assumed by the pressure groups, either pro or con, (as

indicated by a scale of +4 to -4), the greater will be the voter turnout

for referenda and elections. Each pressure group derives its constituency

from members of tvw or more nousehold types. (See HOUSEHOLD TYPES)
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I. Civil Rights Groups -- find their leadership in the elite liberal

and in ghetto activists. The majority of their followers come from

lower social strata. These groups represent both Negroes and Mexican-

Americans. The orientation of the groups is primarily toward wbat

they consider bread-and-butter issues, such as fair employment,

and toward actions which focus on the neighborhoods in which they

live. Thus, the Civil Rights groups tend to be active in specific

cases, but their influence is moderate.

2. Good Government League -- is overwhelmingly middle-class, composed

primarily of professional people, a heavy percentage of them women.

This group is interested in a wide range of issues, in which they

exert moderate influence, and is oriented toward:governmental

efficiency and taward community growth and image.

3. Chamber of Commerce -- draws many members from the business community

and some fram professional groups such as law, engineering, and

medicine. This group exerts the highest degree of power of all

pressure groups and is oriented primarily toward cammunity image

and "boosterism". However, when an issue tends to split the business

community, this group is likely to take no position.

4. Unions -- are more conservative locally than nationally and exhibit

same divergency between craft unions and industrial unions, the

former being more conservative. The unions exert moderate influence

on a range of issues somewhat less broad than those of interest to

the Good Government League. The conservatism of the unions is

especially apparent in the opposition of some of its constituency

to public spending for social welfare.

5. Ultra-Conservatives -- draw membership from people who are isolated

from most cammunity affairs. Although members have average incomes,

the education level of most is lower than the community average.

These groups become involved in public issues only sporadically,

taking extreme and noisy positions when they feel personally

affected by proposed public actions.

PROCESS RATE

Process rate refers to the amount of materials processed by an Industrialist

per unit time. The measure is specified in tons, pounds, barrels, per

minute, hour, etc.

PRODUCTION LEVEL

This is probably the key item determined by an Industrialist each cycle. It

is the number of units of a product his plant will produce in that cycle.

The Industrialist is free to set his production at any level he chooses, as

long as the figure he sets does not exceed his maximum production capacity.

PRODUCTION PROCESS

A production process is a definable part of the overall production system

27
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. a given firm. Each gamed industrial firm may have UP to eight production
processes, while each non-gamed industrial firm is assumed to have only

one process.

QUASI-PUBLIC LAND

Thii is land owned by tax-exempt organizations such as churches and
fraternal organizations. Such land includes church buildings and
schools, cemeteries and such miscellaneous buildings as Elks lodges.

REFERENDUM

A referendum is a vote of the (simulated) population of a jurisdiction
on some issue presented to the people by the Politician. Most usual3y
referenda are called to approve (or reject) a general obligation bond
issue or a request for special millage, although they may be called to
approve some legislative matter, sudh as open housing.

REZONING APPLICATION FEE

The rezoning application fee is a charge of $100, which is assessed for
each rezoning request submitted by a Developer or Industrialist. It is
included in that player's financial statement for the next cycle.

R1NGELMANN NUMBER

The Ringelmann Number is a code for measuring the blackness of smoke plumes
and is equivalent to the opacity. Ringelmann Numbers and opacities are
used for specifying allowable smoke emissions (Ringelmann for black and
opacity for other colors). #0 zero opacity, #1 = 20%, #2 = 40%, #3 =
60%, #4 = 80%, #5 = 100%. In APEX, all smoke readings are reported as
Ringelmann Numbers.

STATE EQUALIZED VALUE

State equalization is a process designed to even out differences in
assessment practices among political jurisdictions. The state
equalization factor applied to each jurisdiction's assessed value
will thus be different.. The state equalized value for a jurisdiction.
reached by applying the factor to local assessed value, is the base
on which millage is levied to generate property tax revenues.

STINKELMANN NUMBER

The Stinkelmann Number is a code (developed in APEX) for measuring
odor -missions, and for specifying maximum allowable odor emissions.
Numbers range from 0-5, covering least to worst odor levels, respectively.

TAX RATE

See MILLAGE.
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LN1T CoSTS

The costs to the Industrialist of operating his plant are calculated,
For each production component, except labor, on the basis of the amount
and cost of each component required to produce one unit of the product.
These unit costs apply to fuel, administrative overhead, inventory, and
raw materials.

Fuel Cost applies to the fuel required to produce each Industrialist's

product and will be different for each fuel type.

General Administrative Costs include all overhead expenditures,
other than salaries, involved in production.

Inventory Carryirkg Costs must be paid to store product inventory

from one cycle to the next. This cost excludes property taxes on

inventory.

Materials Costs include all raw materials required to produce the
product, except fuel.

The unit costs for each of these components which are applicable for

a particular Industrialist for the next year are included in that

player's output.

UNIT SALES PRICE

This is the price, which an Industrialist sets each cycle, at which
he will sell a unit of his product. Each Industrialist has complete
control over price, although the number of units he actually sells
will be dependent on the relationship of his price to supply-demand
conditions in the general market, and to the current average industry-
wide price (reported for the last three years in the Industrialist's
output).

1
ZONING CATEGORY

Zoning categories apply only to vacant land for APEX. Each of the six

zoning categories may be developed into one or more types of land use:
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ZONING CATEGORY

Zoning categories apply only to vacant land for APEX. Each of the six
zoning categories may be developed into one or more types of land use:

Zoning

FROM TO

Category Developed Land Use Tue(s)

(1)

(2)

R - Single-family residential (1) R-1 (low density, high cost)
(2) 112 (medium density, medium cost)
(3) R-3 (high density, low cost)

M Multiple-family residential(4) 141. (low density, law cost)
(5) 2412 (medium density, low cost)

(3) C - Commercial (6) CL (Cammercial-Local)
(7) CR (Commercial-Regional)

(4) I - Industrial (8) I (endogenous industry)
(9) I (exogenous industry)

(5) 0 - Bureaucratic (10) 0 (exogenous bureaucratic)

(6) A - Agricultural (11) A (active farming)



SECTION 3. INDUSTRIALIST ROLE DESCRIPTION

The Industrialist in APEX particip:Ites in his own independent business sUb-

game. Along with the Developer, he represents the economic interests of

a segment of the private sector of APEX county. Only seven industries

are included in the gamed component of APEX; an additional iorty are

simulated in the computer, and additional ones may enter from time to time.

The roles of the gamed Industrialists are quite similar but each operates

a distinct industry with unique dharacteristics. These include a power

company, a pulp mill, a cement plant, a rendering plant, an iron'foundry,

a sulfuric acid plant and a vegetable farm.

The product of eadh of the gamed industries, except for the power

plant, is marketed predominantly outside of APEX county. Thus, the success

of each industry in generating revenue is tied to the regional or national

economy. However, many of the factors influencing the cost patterns faced

by the Industrialists are linked to the policies of APEX county; for

example, those dealing with tax structure, capital plant infrastructure,

local labor market and air pollution control. Host firms seek to maximize

profits; however, other motivations and concerns can and should affect the

decision processes of the firms of APEX county.

Each Industrialist serves as Plant Manager for his firm. As Plant

manager, the Industrialist receives computer printout at the start of each

cycle recording the results of his earlier decisions and providing the basis

for the next round of decisions.

One of the major decisions that the Industrialist must make is the

setting of his production level. Of course, this level must fall within

the constraints of his existing plant capacity. When the production level

is set, the employment level is automatically determined becaese there

is a fixed ratio between production level and nmMber of employees for each

industry. Also, when the production level is set, the various operating

costs associated with production are determined from fixed ratios. These

include material costs, fuel costs, and general administration costs.

Another major decision involves the setting of the sales price for

his product. The computer printout will show both his sales price and the

average industry-wide price for the past three years. Using this history

of the supply dharacteristics of the industry as a guide, as well as some

independent demand estimates, the Industrialist can set his new sales

price and estimate the volume he will sell.
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The Industrialist also has the option to expand his physical plant,

tncluding equipment, buildings and land. However, he can not move his

plant within the area. The size of the existing plant at the beginning

of each cycle will set a maximum on productive capacity during that cycle.

No Industrialist will be able to sell more than he can produce at maximum

capacity -- plus what he rarries over from the previous cycle in inventory.

(An exception here is the Power Plant because it has no inventory.) To

produce more than this limit, he may dhoose to expand his productive

capacity. This is accomplished by adding to production equipment, a pro-

cess that may also require increased building space and additional land.

Such additions become useable or operational in the next cycle after the

expenditures are made; therefore, there is a one-cycle 1st& between ex-

penditures and increased capacity. The Industrialist should remember

that depreciation will decrease his productive capacity eadh cycle unless

balanced by expenditures to counter the deterioration of existing equip-

ment.

The Industrialist may find it necessary to borrow money to pay for

his plant's expansion and production costs. There is an externally im-

posed limit on the Industrialist's borrowing power reflecting his credit

rating and overall indebtedness. There is an internally imposed limit

as well -- his ability to meet payments including interest. The in-

terest rate will be set according to the Industrialist's credit rating

and the duration of the indebtedness period.

In weighing the success of his production and expansion decisions,

the Industrialist will have to resolve trade-off between the demands

of maintaining short-run liquidity and maximizing short-run profits

and long-run business expansion goals. For example, the Industrialist

may petition the Board of Directors of his company (the game director)

to declare dividends thus cutting into retained earnings and reducing

the availability of the ready resources needed to expand his operations.

In addition, a variety of activities over which he has little or

no control will affect his financial success. The national economy will

determine his actual sales, given the prices, and production level he

sets. The national economy also establishes wage and administrative

salary rates, material costs, inventory carrying dharges, base interest

rate on loans, and Federal and State income taxes. The effects of the

local economy will be felt most directly through building costs,

property taxes and air pollution control regulations.
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While the Industrialist will have a large part of his attention

focused on normal industrial and business operations, he will also have

to deal with many compelling issues of community-wide interest. Probably

the most important local issue that will involve the Industrialist is

the air pollution problem. He may find that the County Politician and

the APCO are seeking to improve air quality throughout the county. In

the process, they may be concerned with pollutant emissions from the

Industrialist's own production processes. They will be estghlishing

regulations specifying the maximum allowable emissions and levels of

fines for violations. When the Industrialist's pollutant emissions

are Above these limits, he can comply by installing pollution control

systems and bearing the costs for initial investment and annual opera-

tions. (In some cases he can reduce these costs through recovery of

valuable waste products.) He may also be forced to lowerproduction

or change fuels in order to comply with new regulations.

Obviously, the Industrialist will be concerned about the standards

for maximum emissions approved by the County Politicians and he may

seek to influence the standard-setting process. He may want to estimate

for himself, using material in this manual, whether or not he is violat-

ing approved standards. Each Industrialist also has the option of

buying information in the form of consultant surveys concerning both

the emissions from his plant and the pollution control systems available

to him. Finally, he may dhoose to argue, appeal, or take to court any

alleged violation of air pollution regulations.

In addition to the decision options mentioned Above, the Industri-

alist must make certain other decisions each cycle. He will be asked,

as part of the elite of the community, to vote on public issues which

arise in the newspaper and which call for an Elite Opinion Poll. He

must also pay property taxes or risk having his land confiscated, and

he must make payments on any outstanding loans or risk a drop in credit

rating.

As a member of the community's elite, the Industrialist will be

asked to vote on general obligation bonds and special millage requests

during the play of the game. He may lend or give money to other

players. He may have to work with the Planner,and Politician to

achieve a rezoning required for plant expansion or relocation. He may

campalgn contributions for or against a Politician's re-election,

and for or against a bond issue or special millage sought by a

Politician. He may also run for election himself and challenge one
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of the incumbent Politicians.

In summary, the major activities of the Industrialist are as

follows:

- - Read the newspaper and vote in the Elite Opinion Poll

- - Pay taxes or risk confiscation of property

-- Make payments on outstanding loans or risk losing credit rating

-- Estimate potential market
-- Make trend estimate of, and then sec, desired sales volume,

sales price, production level, and operating costs

-- Decide on equipment mad plant expansion, land purdhases aad

rezoning if necessary
-- Take out loans to finance activities

- - Commission a consultant survey of plant emissions and/or control

system data
- - Comply or arguelwith APCO's air pollution cantml requests

-- Make campaign contributions
-- Transfer cash to, or receive cash from, other players

-- Vote on bond issues or requests for special millage

- - Purchase litnd for expansion (but only with a Developer serving

as his broker).



SECTION 4. ANNOTATED INDUSTRIALIST WORKSHEET

The Industrialist worksheet has five parts: (1) the Elite Opinion Poll,

(2) Profit and Income Tax Estimation, (3) Capital Expenditure Estimation,

(4) Loan Estimation, and (5) a News Release. You will be asked to fill

out each part each year, and at the end of each cycle these decisions

will be transferred to the computer. This worksheet will be the
official record of your actions and decisions as Plant Manager of your
industry.

You may make decisions in any order that is logical to you, and do

not necessarily have to follow the order of the worksheet. The worksLeet

is merely to serve as a guide in the decision-maklng process.

I. ELITE OPINION POLL

Each year certain issues will appear in the APEX Gazette which re-

quire decisions from all role player3, acting as the "elite" or power

structure of dhe community. In some cases the decision of the elite is

binding on the Politicians and the poll can be considered the same as

submitting a referendum to the voters. Here the Gazette will read

VECIDED BY OPINION POLL MAJORITY." In other cases, the decision of the

elite is merely advisory, and the Politicians can decide Whether or not

to heed their mandate. Here, the Gazette will read "POLITICIAN'S

ULTIMATE DECISION BUT ELITE OPINION soLICITEr."

The outcome of the vote will be recapitulated in the next cycle's

newspaper. For each issue outcome, the newspaper will also print the

reactions of five pressure groupsCivil Rights Group, Good Government

League, ChaMber of Commerce, Unions, and Ultra-Conservatives.

Players should vote on all issues in the Elite Opinion Poll, in-

cluding those of the Business Page. Eadh role will have one vote. In

the cases where there is more than one person in a role, they will have

to come to an agreement.

The Elite Opinion Poll is especially important to Politicians be-

cause their actions relative to the poll may affect their chances for

re-election.

Instructions: Fill in the approprilte nunber far your role at the

top "Left hand side of the page. Then put the cycle number on the

right hand side. Pat the issue number in the left hand column (this

should not be conf4sed with a project number), and the number of the

alternative chosen in the adjacent column.
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PROFIT AND INCOME TAX ESTIMATION

ESTIMATED INCCME

Estimated Income is the sum of Interest on Cash Available, Product
Sales, Cash Transfers (from other players), and Land Sales.

A. Interest on Cash Available

The cash available for the upcoming cycle is found on the "Cash
In-Cash Out Statement" of the printout under Section VI. The

interest rate on this cash carryover is set permanently at 5%.

Instructions: Multiply the cash available by the interest rate
of 5% to calculate the total interest on cash available.

Example:

A. Interest on Cash Available

1. Cash Available 900 000

2. Interest Rate x .05

Total Interest on Cash Available

B. Product Sales

$45,000

Decisions in connection with product sales are all interrelated;
however, a good place to begin is with the establishment of a
unit sales price. (The Power Plant is .an exception here because
it is a publicly regulated utility; it submits ill proposals for
rate changes to the County Board of Supervisors for their approval.)

To help in setting a sales price there is a camparison of the
firm's unit price with the average price in the industry over the
past three years under "Sales Information" on the printout. There

are also newspaper headlines referring to the state of the national

economy which may be indicative of demand potential. Once the

sales price is set, an estimate can be made of the number of units

to be sold in the coming year. Here again, under "Sales Informa-
tion" in the printout, the history of both the estimated and
actual sales for the past three years is recorded. Three factors

determine your actual sales: (1) the state of the natinnal econ-

omy, (2) the state of the local economy, and (3) the difference
between the price set and the average for the industry. A multi-

plication of the units sales price with the estimated number of

units to be sold results in the estimated revenue from product
sales.

:16
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The next step concerns the setting of an inventory. There is a
cost associated with each unit of inventory carryover which
covers expenses such as building rental and moving fees, This

can be found under "COST FACTORS" on the printout in Section E.
In some cases, employee wages, material and fuel costs are rising
so rapidly that it is wise to build up a large iaventory despite
the carrying costs. Each Industrialist must determtne hip own
optimum inventory carryover. The desired iyventory carryover
added to the estimated unit sales yields the total units needed
for the coming year, If there is an inventory cArryover from the
previous year, this is subtracted from that figure to give the
estimated number of units that must be produced in the coming
year. The inventory carryover from the previous year can be found
under "PRODUCTION INFORMATION" on the printout. It is the number
of units produced that year plus inventory carryover from a year
prior to that, minus actual sales; i.e., units produced + inven-
tory carryover - actual sales = inventory carryover to next cycle.

It should be noted that no Industrialist can sell more of his
product than he can produce in a given year, plus whatever he
carries over from the previous year in iaventory. (tiote: The
Power Plant is an exception, since it can purchase power from
outside sources if the demand is greater than its capacity).
Each industry is limited in the total amount it can produce in a
year by the number of plants in existence at the beginning of the

year. Thus, plant size determines the Maximum Production Capacity
for the year, which may be found under "PROUUCTIaN INFORMATION"
on the printout.

The maximum production capacity can be increased by purchasing
additional production equipment, which requires additional build-
ing, which in turn requires additional land. Expansion can occur
only in multiples of the minimum production capacity increment;
therefore, there is an associated minimum increment in equipment,
building, and land. (See "BACKGROUND INFORMATION FOR INUUSTRIA-
LIST ROLE" for these minimum increments.)

Each Industrialist should check his estimated production level
for the coming year to see that it does not exceed the maximum
production capacity for the year. By comparing the production
capacity to the percent of capacity presently in use, the Indus-
trialist can decide whether or not expansion is desirable. If

the decision is made to expand, the section of the Industrialist
Worksheet labeled "CAPITAL EKPENDITURE ESTIMATION" must be com-
pleted to initiate the appropriate expansion purchases. However,
there will not be an increase in production capacity until the
following year, because of the time lag associated with the cons-
truction of additional plant facilities.
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Instructions: Establish a unit sales price and estimate sales

(the number of units to be sold). Multiply to get estimated

revenue from sales. Add the desired inventory carryover to ests-

mated unit sales to determine the total units needed. Subtract
actual inventory carryover from Last year to get the estimated

production level. Check to see that this does not exceed maxi)mum

production capacity,

Example:

B. Product Sales

1. Sale Price $ 1501/Ton

2. Estimated Sales (units) x 5000 Tons

3. Estimated Sales ($) $750,000

4. Estimated Sales (units) 5000 Tons

5. Desired Inventory Carryover + 300 Tons

6. Total Units Needed 5300 Tons

7. Actual Inventory Carryover - 100 Tons

8. Estimated Production Level 5200 Toms

C. Cash Transfers (from other players)

The receipt of cash via a cash transfer should be recorded here.
(rhe player transferring the cash should also record it under
cash transfers to other players). The reasons for cash transfers

between players are many and varied. They can represent fees
for services rendered, indirect campaign contributions, loan
agreements between players, and so forth. The results of cash
transfer activities are recorded under 'MISCELLANEOUS NOTES" on

the printout.

Instructions: Indicate the player's role in the first column,
the total aMount of the cash transfer in the second, and the
reason far the transfer in the third. Then total all estimated

cash transfers.

EXample:

C. Cash Transfers (from other players)

Player
1. Ind. 2

Amount Reason

1

2. Dep. 6
3.

$2,000 Loan payment
600 Consulting service

Total Cash $2,600
Transfers
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D. Land Sales

A final source of income for the Industrialist is through sale

of land. The Industrialist's present land holdings are listed

under "CURRENT PROPERTY HOLDINGS AFTER CYCLE " on the

printout. It is possible for an Industrialist to sell his land

to the market or to other game players. Land dealtags can be

handled through any of the Developers in the game. The fee for

the service provided by the Developer in this context is
negotiable and can be paid through cash transfers. (Note: Amy

increment of land less than 0.1 acre will not appear on your
printout.)

Instructions: Column 1 indicates the analysis area in which

the land is located; column 2, whether it is vacant or dev-

eloped; and column 3, the zoning category of the land. This

information can be found on the printout under "CUrrent nioper-

ty Holdings".

Column 4 names the pZayer to whom you are selling the land.

Columns 5 and 6 contain the nwmber of unite or acres to be

sold; column 7, the agreed price per unit or per acre; and

column 8, the product of the number of units or acres and
the price per unit or acre. The sum of column 8 is the total
expected income from land sales.

Example:

OETRC-APEX Si St71 IRDLSTRIALIST NUPBER 6 -- CYCLE I. PAGE 72
PRIRCIPLES CF AIR PCLLUTICN CCNTRCL TEAM I

PISCELLARECUS KCIES FROM CYCLE I

CURRENT FROPERW HCLCINGS AFTER CYCLE I

ICEVELCPEC RESIDEATIAL IN UNITS, ALL OTHER VALLES ARE IR ACRES/

If RESICEATIAL ff RCA -RESICENTIAL
It //
1/ SINGLE /PULTIPLE f/ CCMAERCIAL f INDUSTRIAL / OFFICE / AGRICLLT
tt - -1 /1 f / I NM M`

AA STAILS // R-I R-2 R-31 N-1 /4-2 // LOCAL REGIONAL / ECCAL MG. I EKG./
-_---- ...... --he-- ---------_-_ ..... -- ........... ------/, ..-- ....

23 DEVELOPED t/ 0 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 27.50 0.0 0.0

gi)

OAR&



D. Land Sales

1.

2.
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Nn
Dev. Cat.

or
--j--Iiinit;-

Market

A-c-re's-

2

Price Unit

$40 000

Price

j8Q 00023 dev Ex 1

i

Total Land Sales

ESTIMATED OPERATING COSTS

$80., 000

There are fourteen factors that contribute to operating costs:
Labor Costs, Material Costs, Fuel Costs, General Administration
Costs, Inventory Carrying Costs, Pollution Controls Operation, Plant

Maintenance, Consultants for Pollution Emission Data, Consultants

for Control Systems Data, Loan Payments, Property Taxes, Cash Ttans-
fers (to other players), Campaign Contributions, Zoning Application

Fees and Demolition Costs. Each of these is described below.

A. Labor

For each industry there is a fixed ratio between the production
level and the number of employees. This ratio can be found in
this manual under "BACKGROUND INFORMATION FOR TEE INDUSTRIALIST
ROLE", Section 3. The Industrialist does not have an independent
decision on the number of people he will employ. When the
production level is set, the employment level is also determined.
Normally, the Industrialists do not have an independent decision
concerning employee wages either. The average amnual wage for
eaCh industry is indicated on the printout under HCOST FACTORS",
Section A, and this will dhange each year.

Instructions: Take the employment/production ratio for your
industry and multiply it by the estimated production levet

to estimate the number of employees. (Always ryund offwhery

there is a fraction.) Aluttiply the number ofemployees by the

average annual wage for that year. The result is the total labor

cost.



Example:

A. Labor

4-7

1. Estimated Production Level 5,200 Tons

2, Employment/Production Ratio x .01

3. No. of Employees 52

4 Average Annual Wage x 74.500

Total Labor Cost $390 000

B. Materials

There are material costs associated with each unit of production

for every industry except the Power Plant. The unit material

costs for each cycle can be found on the printout under "COST

FACTORS", Section B.

Note: There are too cases where material cost may differ from
the calculated cost described below. First, the Power Plant may

buy power from other Generating Companies; this additional cost
is shown under Material Cost. Secondly, when a usable by-
product is recovered by pollution control equipment, the amount
of revenue generated will be subtracted from the Material Cost.

Thus it is possible that Material Cost may even appear in the

printout as a negative value.

Instructions: Multiply estimated production level by unit

material costs to get total material costs.

Example:

B. Materials

1. Estimated Production Level
2. Unit Material Costs

Total Material Cost

C. Fuel

54200 Tons
$30. 00

$15f, 000

With the exception of the Iron Foundry, each Industry has
several fuel options. These are enumerated under Section
C of "COST FACTORS" on the printout. The fuel type

presently in use can be found under Section M; however,

there are several reasons why you, as an Industrialist,

may want to change this. You may find that a fuel
change will reduce production costs. The different fuel

costs per unit product are indicated under "COST FACTORS".
The costs associated wlth coniiersion from one fuel type
to another are included in these unit fuel costs, amortized

over ten years. You may also find that a fuel change will
enable you to comply with air pollution control regula-

tions. The percent of sulfur and the ash content for
each fuel type is indicated in "BACKGROUND INFORMATION FOR
INDUSTRIALIST ROLE", Section 5.
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Instructions: Indicate the fuel type you choose. Then take

the associated unit PAel cost and:multiply it by the estimated

production level to get the total Ael cost.

Example:

C. Fuel

1. Fuel Type 1w grade coal

2. Estimated Production Level 5,200 Tons

3. Unit Fuel Cost *2.20

Total Fuel Cost

D. General Administration

The general administration costs per unit product can be found

on the printout under "COST FACTORS", Section D. Alcmg with

average wage material and fuel costs, the general administration

costs will Change annually and should be Checked eadh cycle.

Instructions: Multiply estimated production level by general

administratian costs per product unit to get the total general

administration costs.

Exolnple:

D. General Administration

1. Estimated Production Level 300 Tans

2. Unit General Admin. Cost x *4.24

Total Inventory Carrying Costs $14440

F. Pollution Controls Operation

There are annual operating expenses associated with each air

pollution control device in operation in a given year, in
cluding those to be installed during that year. Information

on new controls may be obtained from a consultant survey. If

this survey is purchased, there will be a page on the printout

labeled "AIR POLLUTION CONTROL DATA" reporting the annual

operating cost for each control system. Information on

previously operating controls can be found on the printout under

"INVENTORY ON PHYSICAL FACILITIES".

There are three possible operating states for control equipment:

the first is the absence of control equipment, indicated by no

printout; secondly, equipment nay be installed and operating,

indicated by a positive control number (i.e., Control System 32);

the third operating state is installed; but not operating,
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indicated by a negative control number (i,e Control System 32).

The player must decide whether or not to operate his equipment

each cycle.

I.nstruct2ons: In column 1 indicate the number of the production

sub-process fbr which a control device exists or will be pur-

chased this cycle. (44 descri,ption of these sub-processes can

be found under "Background Information for Industrialist Role",

Section 1.)

In column 2 specify the type of control., and in column 3 the

control number and in column 4 the annual operating costs. The

sum of thetie costs is the total pollution control operating cost.

Example:

Or ETRC-APE X -- 9/ 9/71 -- INDUST R IAL 1ST NUMBER I --
PRINCIPE ES OF AIR AfILLUT ICN CCNIRCL

AlR OCILUT Ch. CCNTROL CATO PuttChASED

PROCESS NAME CCNT FCL SYSTEm
NUMBER NAPE

CCPRLST ICN I I ImESTONF INJECTOR AND WATER SCRUBBER

NI T1 AL
INVESTMENT

25COCCC .

ATtOiLAL
OPERALING CCST

anormn.

---------------------- -----

F. Pollution Controls Operation

1
2

3

Production Control

F I. PACE 54
TEAM 1

CONTROL EFF ICI ENCY
PERCENT RECLCT ICN / UNIT RECUCT ION

PART 502 CO NON 14C / SMOKE CCCR
90.0 95.1 0.43 20.0

Control Annual

Sub-Process
No.

TYpe Number Operating
Cost

l Limestone I $4040000

,

Total Pollution Controls Operating Costs 4CCOOC

G. Plant Maintenance

Every year, depreciation causes a certain decrease in the pro-

duction capacity of the plant unless balanced by plant main-

tenance expenditures. Without these expenditures production

capacity will decline at a rate of 8% per year. To maintain

the present capacity, the plant maintenance rate is 8% of the

value of your buildings and equipment. This value can be

found under Section "J" of your printout. If plant maintenance

expenditures are not made, production capacity will permanently

decrease the next year. Thus, a decision to ignore maintenance
should be accompanied by a re-estimation of production level

(11-B of the worksheet).

43
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n. Consultants - Pollution Emission Data

For a fee of $5000 you can hire an engineering consultant to
perform stack sampling and analysis tests an all of the combustion
and production processes of the industry. The consultant will
provide information on the emissiows, measured in tbsihr, for
five pollutants --particulates, sulfur diaxide, carbcm monoxide,
nitrogen oxides, and hydrocarbons. You will also be given the
smoke emissions in Ringelmann nmmbers and dhe odor in Stinkelmaan
units. This information may differ from the eminsion estimates
made by the Federal air pollution control authorities. Such
differences are grounds for argument or appeal in Court, in the
event that alleged violation of air pollution regulations are

cited by the air pollution control authorities.

If a consultant survey is not ordered, it is possible to estimate
emissions using the emission factors discussed in Chapter 7,

Section 4 of this manual. However, these estimates of emissions

are only rough figures which have limited value in court. When

a consultant for pollution emission data is purdhased, the
information can be used in court. Such information appears on

the printout below "COST FACTORS". An example of the information

follows.

Example:

EPISSICA CATA FRCP SURVEY PUPCI-ASEC CYCLE

FPI SSION RATES ILP/NR)

CuNTROE SYSTEPS INSTALLED PARTI COL ATES SUL PHUR CAR ecN ITROGEN NYDRO SROKE ODOR
ANC ')PEPAT INC STATUS DIOXIDE IlinkOXIIE flXICFS CARRCIAS

7 194.19 59T1.TR 0.0 2714.63 0 .0 5 0

ACTE -- ST ATUS a POSIT IVE wt-EN CONTROL wAS OPERATED
STATES = NE(AT IvF wt-EA CCIATFCL ACT t CPERAT ION

I. Consultant - Control Systems Data

For a fee of $5000, a consultant will provide you with infor-

mation about the various control systems available for the
industry. The Federal air pollution control authorities may
provide some general data on controls and the costs associated

with them, but to get the specific data on controls for a

particular plant one must obtain a consultant survey. In some

cases there are no controls available for a particular production
sub-process, and in other cases there are several to choose from.

Controls will vary in initial investments costs, annual operating
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costs, and control efficiency. Each figure under the section
labeled "CONTROL EFFICIENCY", refers to the percent that a
particular control will reduce a particular pollutant for a
single production sub-process. If, after studying the control
systmns data, a decision is made to install same control
equipment, entries must be made tn the "CAPITKL EXPENDITURE
ESTIMATION" section of the worksheet. An example of the type
of information provided by the consultant for control systems
data is given below.

ExamTle:

REIRC-APE -- 4/ 9/71
PRI &CI PL ES OF A IR RN. L LT ICN CCNTRCL

PROCF CS NAwE

CCoRL ST EN

-- I NOUST R ItlIST NUmRER -- CYCL f 1 P ACE 54

T E Am 1

A 1 Q RC ELOT ICN Crr'L CATA PukChASEO RY

I NI I I AL

INVESTMENT
?srnccr.

CC?TFC1 SYFTEm
NLMMER NAME

1 L Im EST ONIF I 4.* C TOR ANO wA TFR SCRLMRER

ANNLAL
OREPAT.ING CCST

4111,M.

J. Loan Parments

CT14 TR OE F FF IC IF NC Y
pER(ENT qf CLC T irk f MIT RE CUCT ION

DART SO2 CO NOK Pc / 5MCKf CCCR
Q0 .1 RS 0 0 .i 70.0 C.,' / 0 C

Payments due each year on any outstanding loans are listed
on the printout under "OUTSTANDING DEBITS", Section B. Each
minimum payment due includes both principal and interest.
The computer assigns a number of years left to pay off the
loan, the interest rate, and the balance due. To pay off a
loan early, payment of the balance due plus one year of
interest is required. For example, a loan with a balance due
of $5,000,000, and an interest rate of 4.5 percent with three
years left to run needs a payment of $5,225,000 to erase the
indebtedness. If on the other hand, the udnimum loan payment
is not met in a cycle, there will be an under payment penalty
which will increase in severity for each payment not met.
A repeated failure to meet loan payments will affect the
Industrialist's credit rating, and hence the interest rates
applied for future loans will be higher.

Instructions: In column 1 ofthe worksheet, enter the number
of the loan assigned by the computer (fowld cm your printout).
In column 2 enter the amount of the loan payntent, aqd then
total all loan payments.

45
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PIETRCAPER gi. 9171
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16CUSTIR 1AL 1ST NuNEIER 6 -- CYCLE I. PAGE 73

pRIACIPLES CF AIR POLLLTICN CCNTROL TEAR 1

CUTSTAt1NC CEP ITS

A. pRopER Ty TAXES CELISQLENT
CURRENT e.ccl PERCENT

PER PAypEAT
DuE CYCLE 2

JUR ISC !CT ION 1 S C. . $ C. . $ 0.
JLRISDECTIC6 2 I 0. S C. m S C.
JLIA ISE/101CP. 3 $ 383S8. $ 0 . - $ 3819E.
JUR ISC ICT MN 4 $ C. $ C. s $ 0.
JURE SDIETICN 5 1 4126 . 5 O. . $ 4126.

SEIDTOTAL -- DUE th CYCLE 2 $ 42524.

B. LCANS LNDERFAYPENT PIN PAYPEAT
P.C. BALANCE RATE YRS LEFT PENALTY DUE CYCLE 2

2 g3405. 6.0 3 A C. $ 202017.

SLEITOTALS $ 535579. $ 202017.

J. Loan Payments

Loan Number Amount

1, 3 $202,014

2.

Total Loan Payments $202 014

K. Property Taxes

Each Lndustrialist must pay taxes to the juxisdiction tn which

his plant is located as well as to the County. If land is

purchased in other jurisdictions, property taxes must be paid

there too. Failure to pay taxes results in a penalty of 6%,
There is also the risk that property may be confiscated by

the jurisdiction in which taxes are owed. The taxes due each

cycle to the various jurisdictions are recorded on the printout

under "OUTSTANDING DEBITS", Sectian A. The tax rate is set by

the Politicians and is a highly sensitive political issue.

Inetructions: In column 7, enter the jurisdiction to which

taxes are to be paid, and in column 2, the amount to be raid.

The sum of these payments is the total payment ftr propery

taxes.

44;
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Example:

PETRC-APEX -- 9/ 9/71 1ACUSTRIALIST NumsEs 6 --

PR/NCTPLES CF 414 POLLLTICN CCNTROL

CUT5TANC1NC CEeITS

A. PRCPERIT TAxkS CELIAOLEAT APT
CURRENT * B.00 PERCENT

PIN PAYPENT
DUE CYCLE 2

JLRISC/CTION 1 $ C. $ C. m 5 0.

JLRISC1CTICN 2 1 0. 4 $ C. z $ C.
JLRISOICTICN 3 5 38398. + $ 0. : 5 3839B.
JURISC1CTICN 4 $ C. + $ O. - i O.

JLRISOICTICP 5 A 4126. 4 I C. s $ 412e.

SUBTOTAL -- DUE IN CYCLE 2

K. Property Taxes

Jurisdiction Amount

1. 3

2. 5 4,126

3,

Total Property Taxes $42,524

L. Cash Transfers (to other players)

CYCLE 19
TEAR I

42524,

Cash transfers are used for many different purposes. ane cannon

use is to pay a land developer to deal with the narket in buying

or selling land for you. Another common use is for loans

between players. A third use is to pay for space In the APEX

News or for broadcasting tine uhich can be u3ed to advertise

products, make canpaign speeches, or publicize activities. A

record of all cash transfers anpears under 'MISCELLANEOUS NOTES"

on the printout.

Instructions: Enter the name ofthe recipient of the cash

transfer in the first column, the amount ofthe cash transfer

in the second column, and the reason in the third. The reason

fbr the transfer is not a required entry.

Example:

L. Cash Transfers (to other players)

Player
1. Dep. 5
2. Game Op
3.

Anount
$600

$200

Total Cash Transfers $800

47

Reason
SOviceo

2 jines in News
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M. Campaign Contributions

Campaign Contributions can be made for or against tacumbent

Politicians. As an Industrialist, it is possible bp run for

election yourself by challenging one of the Politicians from

your Jurisdiction. To run for election, one must simply declare

an intent to run at least one cycle before the election. If

more than one player decides to run against a particular
Politician, a caucus will be required to identify a single

opponent in the election. If no player chooses to run against

a particular Politician, a simulated opponent wdll stand in.

In this case, a campaign contribution against the tncumbent

is a contribution for the opponent simulated by the conputer.

In addition to contributions for Politicians, it is possible

to make contributions for or against bond issues or special

millages. The bond or mdllage numbers must correspond to
numbers on the bond and special millage requests submitted by

the Politicians.

Instructions: In column l, enter the tanget of the contribution

(the Politician or the bond or special millage number). In

column 2, enter the amount of the contribution, and in column 3,

whether it is for or against the Politician, bond or spaaial

millage. Then, total all contributions.

&amp/a:

M. Campaign Contributions

Pol/Bon4/Mill No. Amount For or
Agaiast

1. CC Fbl-Ward 1 $5000 for

2. Band NO. 412 2000 against

Total Cmnpaign Contributions $7,000

N. Zoning Application Fees and Demolition Charges

There is a fee of $100 charged for each rezoning request. All

land that is used for plant expansion must be zoned vacant indus-

trial before it is developed. Assistance may be secured from

the Developers in lard transactions and zoning. When your devel-

oped property is rezoned, a demolition charge of 5% of rhe land

value is collected, and the properry becomes vacant. Zoning

application forms can be obtained from the Planners and they will

assist you in filling them out. The Planners will schedule an

open hearing with the Politicians, who will make the final deter-

mination.

4S
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It should be noted Chat all rezoning requests should have ehe
planner's recommendation and must haw the signatures of the
majority of the appropriate Politicians (the majority of the
City Politicians if the land is within city limits, or the
majority of the County Politicians for all other land). Re-
zoning requests can be submitted by the Industrialist only for
land that he owns. Any rezoning actions will be recorded under
"MISCELLANEOUS NOTES" on the printout. The "CURRENT PROPERTY
HOLDINGS" also reflect all zoning changes.

instructions: In column 1 record the analysis area of the land
you would like to have rezoned cold in column 2 ir--licate whether
this land is presently vacant or developed. Then in column 3
indicate the present zoning category, or the developed land use
type, whichever is appropriate. Column 4 should contain the
desired new zoning category. (Note that when property is re-
zoned, it automatically becomes vacant. ) Col-umn 5 should show
the number of units of the land if it is developed residential.
If it is developed non-residential or vacant indicate the number
of acres in column 6. A fee of 400 goes in colunn 7.
(Note: This form is not a rezoning request. It is merely a
record of the zoning requests that you have submitted through
the Planners.)

&ample:

N. Zoning Application Fees and/or Demolition Costs

1.
2.
3.

A.A. vac/

Dev.
rrom TO NO. Or

or
Units

NO. UK

Acres
rtim

5 vac Res Imi 5 $100
. -

Total Zoning Application Fees

1. Value of Dev. Land being Rezoned
2. Rate of Demolition. Fees

Total Demolition aaarges

ESTIMATED NET PROFIT

$100

To estimate net profit, first calculate the grass profit. This

is the difference between the estimated total income and e3timated
total operating costs. At this point the Industrialist has the
option of claiming a tax depreciation allawance on the accumulated
depreciation of his buildings and equipment. (See Glossary for

definition of tax depreciation.) The tax depreciation allowance
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rate is set at 5% of the value of buildings and equipment;
however, the Industrialist may choose to carry over this allow-

ance and claim the accumulated total during same later cycle.

The maximum allowable claim for tax depreciation is printed
under "COST FACTORS" on the printout, in Section H. This

maximum includes any amounts not claimed in previous cytles.

The tax depreciation allowance claimed during any single

year is subtracted from gross profit to give the total taxable

income. At this point Federal and State Income Taxes axe
determined at a rate of 55% of the total taxable income, Sub-

tracting these taxes from the total taxable income yields an

estimate of net profit for the next cycle.

It is one of the duties of your Board of Directors (Game Operator)

to review the Profit and Income Tax Estimations to determine what

proportion of the net profit should be paid to stockholders in

the form of dividends# what amount should be used to decrease

indebtedness, what amount should be reinvested in the corporation,

and so forth. As 15lant Manager, the Lndustrialist can recmmmend

the amount that should be taken out in dividenda, but should

include an explanation of the strategies and goals for the overall

plant operations. All such recommendationa will be considered by

the Board of Directors as they make their decisions.

III. CAPITAL EXPENDITURE ESTIMATION

A. Desired Increase in Maximum Production Capacity

The decision to increase maximum production capacity revolves

around several interrelated factors. For each industry, there

is a set ratio between equipment value and production capacity,

between building area and equipment value, and between land

area and building area. These ratios can be found "BACKGROUND
ItFORMATION FOR INDUSTRIALIST ROLE", Section 4, and they will

remain constant throughout the APEX exercise. For each

Industry, there is alio a fixed minimum production capacity

increment. Using the above ratios, a corresponding minimum

has been established for equipment purchases, building purchases,

and land requirement. Again, using the above ratios, it is

clear that building area sets a limit on the amount of equipment

that can be added; likewise land area sets a limit on the build-

ing area that can be added. Under "INVENTORY OF PHYSICAL
FACILITIES", the printout shows how much additionai square foot-

age of building can be accomodated by the vacant land held/by

the firm.

t;:11.
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Note that it is possible to buy land in any amounts in any
cycle without additional investment in buildings and equip-
nent. If there is enough land area, building area can also
be increased without adding equipment and, similarly, if
there is enough building area, equipment can be added without
increasing the level of production. However, to increase
production level, equipment must be added in multiples of
the minimum equipment increment. This increase in equipment
value will result in a corresponding increase in production
capacity, and the new maximum capacity will be indicated on
the printout under "PRODUCTION INFORMATION".

There is a one cycle delay between expansion purchases and
the time the increased production capacity can be used.
It is the Industrialist's job, as Plant Manager, to look
not only at the percent of produttian capacity presently
being used, but also to estimate how this will change over
the coming cycles. In some cases he must start planning for
expansion several years before the increased capacity is
needed. For example, there may be no vacant land zoned in-
dustrial in the appropriate analysis area. This could
necessitate goiag to the Developers to buy some Market owned
land, or going to the Planners to see how rezoning requests
fit into their master plan, and/or going to the Politicians
to get final approval for rezoning requests. All of Mhese
possibilities could result in several cytles of delay. With
careful planning, the Industrialist can anticipate the needs
of his industry for the coming cycles. Ln summary, the
factors that should be considered in setting a desired in-
crease in production capacity are: (1) equipment expenses,
(2) building expenses, and (3) land purchase cost.

B. Production Equipment Epansion

The production equipment expansiaa should carrespond with the

desired increase in production capacity. For example, if

production capacity is set at two times the minimum production

capacity increment, the equipment purchases should represent

two times the minimum equipment increment. These expenses

will appear on the printout on the "CASH IN-CASH OUT STATEMENT"

under 9.2.11glilEnTiLL

C. Building Expansion

The building expansion should also correspond with the
desired increase in production capacity and uith the in-
crease in equipment. Again, if the increase ta production
capacity is set at two times the minimum increment, the

building expansion should be two times the minium building

increment. This expense will also appear on the "CASH IN -

CASH OUT STATEMENT" under apitaljAkeditures.
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D. Land Purchases

If land purchases are needed for expansion, they should also

be in multiples of the minimum land increnent that correspond

to the desired increment in production capacity. This land

Should be zoned vacant industrial and must be in the same

analysis area as the rest of the plant. For the purposes of

this game, any parcel of land that is in the same anaLysis

area is assumed to be adjacent to the plant. Information

concerning the availability of parcels of land and the

appraised and market values can be obtained through Land

Developers. If the land is to be used for expansion pur-

chases, a rezoning request to Change Che land to a vacant

industrial zoning category may have to be initiated.

Rezoning requests can be obtained from the Planners aad must

have the approval of the majority of appropriate Politicians

in order to be enacted. The Industrialist should record

the rezoning request and amount for any rezontng fees under

"ESTIMATED OPERATING COSTS" on the "PROFIT AND INCME TAX
ESTIMATIONS" section of this worksheet.

When the Industrialist considers buying land Chat needs

rezoning, he is wise to check on the likelfhood of approval

before actually purchasing the land. As menticmed earlier,

it is possible to buy land several cycles prior to the actual

expansion of plant capacity. In sane cases, it is well to

spread expansion purchases over several cycles. However,

there are tradeoffs associated with such activity --property

taxes increase when unre land is held, whether or not it is

being used for plant production.

Industrialists also have the option to engage in some

limited land speculation activities. It is possible to

make a profit by buying, rezoning, amd selling land to the

market and/or to other game players. The same section of the

worksheet is used whether you are buying land for expansion

purposes or for speculation purposes. La either case, a

record of the land purchase will appear under "MISCELLANEDUS

NOTES" on the printout under the section labeled 1LEAL ESTATE
TRANSACTIONS". The expenses will also appear as Capital
Expenditures on the "CASH IN-CASH OUT SWIEMENT".

Instructions: In column Z enter the maw ofthe player from

whom you are buying land, and in coteurnn 2 the awlysis area

of the land Use column 3 to shov whether the land ie vacant

or developed at the time of purchase and coluwn 4 to indicate

the zoning category oy, developed land use type. Use column

5 to show the number ,j1 units involved ifthe land is

developed residential; otherwise use column 6 to shoto the

number of acres involved. The negotiatcd price per o'cre or

per unit should appear 4n column 7., and the total price in

column B. Finally, total all land purchases.



Exarwic:

Vacant/
Dev.

vac

Zoning
Cat.

Ind

No. of
or

Units
No. of
Acres

5.3

Price/Acre
Price/Unit

30,000

Total
Price

75.9_,000

D. Land Purchases

Seller

1. Ind 1

AA

15

2. Dev 5 6 dev R-2 70 21,000 210,000

3.

Total Land Purchases
$ 36g1002'

E. Pollution Control Equipment

Initial investments in pollution control equipment should be

recorded in this section of the worksheet. The purchase of

control equipment should be preceded by the purchase of a

consultant for control systems data. This consultant survey

will provide you with all the information necessary to purchase

air pollution controls for your Industry. In addition to

the initial capital investment in control equipment, you

must plan for annual operating costs (under Section II-F of

"PROFIT AND INCOME--TAK ESTIMATION" on your worksheet). After

the first year, however, you have the option of owning the

control device but not operating it. The purchase of pollution

control equipment will be recorded on the printout under

"INVENTORY OF PBYSICAL FACILITES", and it will also be

recol:ded under Capital Expenditures on the "CASH IN-CASH OUT

STATEMENT".

Instructions: All the information needed in this section will

be found in the consultant survey which will be on the last

page of the printout. In the first colunn, put the number of

the production sub-process. In the next column, put the

control type to be purchased and follow that with the control

number. In the Last column put the initial cost. Finally,

total al/ purchases.

Example:

PETRC-APEX -- 91 9/71 INDUSTR I AL 1ST NUMBER J --

PRINCI PL ES OF A IR POLLUT ION CONTRCL

A IR PCL LW' I CN CCNTROL CATA PUROhAS ED BY

PROCESS NAME COAT FEL SYSTEM
NUMBER NAME

CCMBUST ION I L IM EST ONE INJECTOR AND WATER SCRUBBER

I NI T1 AL

INVESTMENT
25C000C

ANNUAL
OPERA T ING COST

400000.

CO NT R OL
PERCENT RE CLCT ION

PART S02 CO NOX

90.0 95.1 0.1 20.0
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E. Pollution Control Equipment

Process No. C'ontrol Control Initial
Type NuMber Cost

1. 1 limestone 1 400,000
2.

3.

Total Pollution Control Equipment Cost $ 400,000

IV. LOAN ESTIMATIONS

In estimating the need for new loans, a distinction. between
two types of cash requirements must be made. The first is
cash requirements that can be met at any time during the
year, and the second is caSh requirements that must be met
at the beginning of the year. By using the categories under
the "CASH EN-CASH OUT STATEMENT" an the printout a cash flow
picture can be determined, and the cash carryover for Che
coming year can be estimated. If there is a cash deficit
at this point, a new loan is needed to increase the total
Cash In. However, it is possible to have a caih surplws at
this point, and still need a new loan. This is because
there are certain cash requirements that have to be met
at the beginning of the year such as property taxes,
loan payments, and expansion purchases. Thesu paynents
cannot came from income anticipated durtrig the year. There
must be enough cash left over from the previous year to
cover these costs --if not, a new loan is needed.

It is possible, of course, to request a new loan at any
point, even if the firm has a cash surplus. Any loans re-
quested from the computer will automatically be granted at the
beginning of each cycle, as long as the total of all new loans
requested does not exceed the maNimum loan possible. This

limit is on the printout under the "CASH IN-CASH OUT STATE-
MENT", Section VTI. - D. The maxtmum new lossl Possible is re-
lated to mt worth and existing indebtedness. The credit
rating for each year will be indicated in this same section
of the printout. The interest rate depends on the fires
credit rating and on the number of years taken to repay the
loan. The maximum number for a loan is 20 years. The
following dhart indicates how interest rates will vary:

51
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Years to Repay

la-e111.L nauing

A-1 A-2 A-3

1-2 4% 6% 8%

3-5 6% 8% 12%

5-10 8% 12% 16%

11-20 12% 16% 20%

Failure to meet loan payments lowers the firm's credit

rating. When a new loan is approved, the computer assigns

the appropriate interest rate and records it on the printout

under "OUTSTANDING DEBITS", in Section B.

Instructions: From the printout on the "Cash In-Cash Out
Statement", find the cash available and add 5 percent interest
to it. Then add to this any income anticipated from cash
transfers to get the total cash on hand. Subtract tliom
this all initial cash requirements which are as follows:
(1) property taxes, (2) loan payments currently due, (3)
capital expenditures, (4) campaign contributions, and (5)
cash transfers (to other players). Using sound judgment,
determine the amount of any new loan requests. In the first
column put the number of years for repayment, and in the
second column, the amount of the loan requested.

(SEE EXAMPLE ON FOLLOWING PAGE)
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Erample:

IV. DIAN ESTIMATIONS

A. Cash on Hand

1. Cash Available s$36,050
2. 5% Interest on Cash Available

3. Cash Transfers (from others)

_4_1,802
0

Total Cash on Hand $877852

B. Initial Cash Requirements

1. Property Taxes 4.,500,02

2. Loan Payments (currently due) $ 56,135

3. Capital Expenditures $ 100,000

4. Campaign Contributions
31362.Z5. Cash Transfers (to others) +

Total Initial Cash Requirements $2, /61, 135

C. Loan Reouests

Years for Repayment

V. NEWS RELEASE

1. 4

2.

Amount of Loan

4,2g.,000

Total Loan Requests 52,000,000

Players may at any time submit articles or headlines that they

would like to appear in the APEX Gazette. If the editorial

staff of the Gazette deems the article "newsworthy", there

will be no cost. This generally applies to articles submitted

by public agencies--i.e. Federal air pollution control

authorities, Politicians, Planners. Otherwise, the cost will

be on the order of $100 par line of 120 characters.

All articles are subject to review by the editorial staff.
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INDUSTRIALT ST ' S WORKSHEET

I . ELITE OPINION POLL

Indus tr ii.11 is t Number Cyc le Number.

ISSUE ALTERNATIVE
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Industrialist Number Cycle Number

II. PROFIT AND INCOME TAX ESTIMATION

ESTIMATED INCOME

A. Interest on Cash Available

1. Cash Available

2. Interest Rate x .05

Total Interest on Cash Available

B. Product Sales

1. Sales Price

2. Estimated Sales (units)

3. Estimated Sales ($)

4. Estimated Sales (units)

5. Desired Inventory Carryover 4.

6. Total Units Needed

7. Actaal Inventory Calxyaver

8. Estimated Production Level

C. Cash Transfers (from other players)

Player Amount Reason

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Total Cash Transfers



D. Land Sales

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

5-3

vacanr,
Dev.*

:orang
Cat.*

buyerw NO. or
Units*o

NO. or
r

Acles*
rrice/Acre
Price/Unit*

lotai
Price

Total Land Sales $

TOTAL ESTIMATED INCOME

ESTIMATED OPERATING COSTS

A. Labor

1. Estimated Production Level

2. Employment/Production Ratio

3. No. of Employees

4. Average Annual Wage

Total Labor Cost

B. Materials

1. Estimated Production Level

2. Unit Material Costs

Total Material Cost

C. Fuel

1. Fuel Type

2. Estimated Production Level

3. Unit Fuel Cost

Total Fuel Cost

59
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D. General Administration

1, Estimated Production Level

2. Unit veneral Administration Cost

Total General Administration Cost

E. Inventory Carrying Costs

1. Desired Inventory Carryover

2. Unit Inventory Carrying Costs

Total Inventory Carrying Costs

F. Pollution Controls Operation

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Production Control Control Annual

Sub-Process Type Number* Operating

No.* Cost*

Total Pollution Controls Operating Costs

G. Plant Maintenance

H. Consultants - Pollution Emission Data

I. Consultants - Control Systems Data

J. Loan Payments

Loan No.* Amount*
1.
2.

3.

4.

5.

Total Loan Payments



K. Property Taxes

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Jurisdiction*

5-5

Amount*

Total Property Taxes $

L. Cash Transfers (to other players)

1.
2.

3.

Player* Amount* Reason

M. Campaign Contributions

Pol/Bond/Mill No.*

Total Cash Transfers

Amount*

1.
2,

3.

4.

5.
6.

7.

8.

For or
Against

4

Total Campaign Contributions

N. Zoning Application Fees and/or Demolition Costs

1

2

3

4

T " I -e
rlib,M. IrCE161

Dev.

KAO.,114 LW W. Ul
Units

or
OW. WI.

Acres
CIMG

Total Zoning Application Fees

61
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1. Value of Dev. Land
being Rezoned

2. Rate of Demolition Fees x .05

Total Derolition Costs

TOTAL ESTIMATED OPERATING COSTS

ESTIMATED NET PROFIT

A. Gross Profit

1. Total Estimated Income

2. Total Estimated Operating Costs -

3. Estimated Gross Profit

B. TaN Depreciation Allowance

1. Maximum Tax Depreciation Allowance

2. Deiired Tax Depreciation Allowance

C. Total Taxable Income

D. Federal and State Income Taxes

1. Total Taxable Income

2, Fed-State Income Tax Pate x $.55

Total Federal and State Income Taxes

E. Estimated Net Profit

1. Estimated Gross Profit

2. Total Federal & State Income Tax -

TOTAL ESTIMATED NEW PROFIT

RECOMMENDED DIVIDENDS

Explanation for Board of Directors:
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III. CAPITAL EXPENDTTURE ESTIMATION

A. Desired Increase in Maximum
Production Capacity

B. Production Equipment Expansion

C. Building Expansion

D. Land Purchases

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

aeller- 1 vacant/

Dev,*
Loning
Cat.*

rio. or

Units*o
ao. or

r
Acres*

rriceiacre
Price/Unit*

loral
Price

Total Land Purchases

E. Pollution Control Equipment

Process No.* Control Control Initial
Type Number* Cost

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Total Pollution Control Equipment Costs

IV. LOAN ESTIMATIONS

A. Cash on Hand

1. Cash Available

TOTAL CAPITAL EXPENDITURES

+ $

2. 5% Interest on Cash Available

3. Cash Transfers (from others) + $

Total Cash on Hand
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B. Initial Cash Requirements

1. Property Taxes

2. Loan Payments (currently due)

3. Capital Expenditures

4. Campaign Contributions

5. Cash Transfers (to others) + $

Total Initial Cash Requirements $

C. Loan Requests

Years for Repayment* I
Amount of Loan*

1.

2.

3.

Total Loan Requests $
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V. NEWS RELEASE

Cycle Number

The following should be printed in the APEX Gazette: (please write

clearly)



Section 7-1

BACKGROUND INFORMATION FOR INDUSTRIALIST ROLE: DUSTY RHODES CEMENT COMPANY

1. Description of Firm

The Dusty Rhodes Cement Company was established in 1955. Last year the

plant produced a total of 2.8 million barrels of cement and sold over 2.9

million barrels for a gross revenue of $9,453,144. The difference between

annual production and sales came from inventories carried over from the

preceding year. The plant employed 280 people at an average annual wage

of $8,400.

The plant occupies a 27.5 acre site in analysis area 23. No further

company-owned land is available at the present site for plant expansion.

Current land is appraised at a market value of $550,000; buildings at

$4,000,000; and equipment at $3,500,000.

Equipment and buildings have been found to decrease in productive

capacity at a rate of 8% per year due to wear and aging. They must be

maintained by repair and replacement each year or the plant's productive

capacity will permanently decline the following year. A maintenance ex-

penditure of $600,000 is required this year to maintain present productive

capacity. For later years additional maintenance costs will rise if

building and equipment are expanded.

The Dusty Rhodes Cement Company can produce a maximum of 12,500 bar-

rels of cement per day with its existing equipment. The following pro-

cesses have major air pollution potential:

Process
No. Type

Hours
Day

Materials
Hour

Air Pollution
Emission

I. Combustion 24 P,S02

2. Two Raw Material Ball Mills 24 260 bbls ea. P

Two Finish Ball Mills 24 260 bbls ea. P

3. Two Rotary Kilns 24 260 bbls ea. P

4. Truck & Rail Car Loading 24 520 bbls

*Fuel Rate, see below

The major fuel options for this firm are listed on the next page,

along with key cost, production, and emission factorq. Fuel changes can

be made without investment in new comb1s4-ion equipment. Fuel prices for

each cycle will be reported in the firm's computer output. Fuel cannot be

stored for next cycle.

Gc;



Fuel Fuel
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Price 1000 BTU X X

No. Type Bbl Cement Unit Fuel Unit Fuel Sulfur Ash

1. Low Grade Coal 0.02 tons $7.00/ton 18,000/ton 4.4 10.0

2. High Grade Coal 0.18 tons $9.00/ton 20,000/ton 1.2 5.5

3. Low Grade Oil 0.086 bbls $1.50/bbl 4,200/bbl 1.6 1.0
4. High Grade Oil 0.080 bbls $2.30/bbl 4,500/bbl 0.4 0.5
5. Natural Gas 0.060 MCF $0.50/MCF 600/MCF 0 0

2. Price - Production Record

The graphs in Sec. 3 show the past record of the firm in terms of unit
price charged, production level, sales, and inventory carryover. The top
graph describes the price record for this firm in relation to price levels
for the entire industry. The bottom graph indicates how much of the firm's
sales came from current production and how much from inventory carryover
for the past three years. Computer output each cycle will report on pro-
duction, sales, and inventory carryover for the most recent three yeari.
Fuel inventory is not included.

3. Key Production Relational4ps and Minimum Increments - Industry #6

Employment 0.0001 Employees
Production Level per Barrel Production

Equipment Value .
Production Capacity

$1.00 per Barrel Capacity

Building Area
Equipment Value

Land Area
Building Area

Minimum Production Capacity
Minimum Equipment Increment
Minimum Building Increment
Minimum Land Increment

. 0.071 sq. ft. Building Area
per $ Equipment Value

. 0.0000114 Acres of Land
per sq. ft. Building Area

Increment = 700,000 Barrels Capacity
= $700,000
= $800,000 (50,000 sq. ft.)
= 5.5 Acres (zoned Vacant Indust.)

4. Emission Factors

Emission factors are used to make a very rough estimate of the pollution
emitted from an uncontrolled air pollution source. The following emission
data set has been specifically adapted to the APEX game and should not be
used for reference except in the game.

The emission rate for a production process may be estimated by multi-
plying the production rate by the emission factor for the appropriate
type of industry. For example, if the pulp plant produces 300 tons of
pulp per day, an estimate of particulate emission can be determined as
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follows:

15 lbs./hr. of Part.
(300 tons/day) x( ) = 4500 lbs.Par. of Part.

tons/day

The emission rate for a combustion process can be estimated by

multiplying the emission factor for the appropriate fuel cype by the fuel/

production ratio and by the produLltion rate (converted to units produced

per hour).

For example:

(
200 lbs. of Part. 7 tons low grade coal

) x(
9 tons puIpl 1260 Ibs/

ton/low grade coal
) x(''

ton pulp hour ' br. of
Part.

3.5

2.5

(310)

PRICE PRODUCTION RECORD
DUSTY RHODES CEMENT CO.

(325)

000000000
.........

(315)

(324)

(320)

1 0 1 2

a) 4.

1.4

1.4 3.5
os

44 3.

0 2.5

2

o T

This Firm's Price
4111111tIMVIltaw 1111111111110

Average Irpduotry .......

(2.95)

evireglrl
(2.8)

(2.7)

(2.55)
.........

(2.35)

--1 1

CYCLE

1.8

Actual Sales

Units Produced

Maximum Capacity



INDUSTRIALIST NO. 6

Dusty Rhodes Cement Company

Production Process (Uncontrolled)

69
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Production Process (Uncontrolled)

INDUSTRY TYPE PARTICULATES SO
2

1. PULP

2. YOUNDRY

3. CEMENT

4. COPPER

5. RENDERING

14-16 lbs/hr
tons/day

7-10 lbs/hr
tons/day

.8-.9 lbs/hr
bbl/day

CO NO
x

.45-.60 lbs/hr
tons/day

.12-.15 lbs/hr
tons/day

1.5-2.5 lbs/hr 200-220 lbs/hr
tons/day tons/day

6. INCINERATOR .5-.6 lbs/hr .10-.12 lbs/hr
tons/day tons/day

7. DUMP 2.0-2.2 lbs/hr .10-.12 lbs/hr
tons/day tons/day

8. AUTO
ASSEMBLY

9. FORGING
PLANT

10. PRINTING

.002-.003 lbs/hr
tons/day

32-35 lbs/hr
tons/day

.12-.15 lbs/hr
tons/day

1.10-1.12 lbs/hl
tons/day

.05-.06 lbs/hr.
cars/day

.006-.007 lbs/hr
tons/day

.0006-.0007 lbs/
1000 ft/day
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tion Process (Uncontrolled)

2

I lbs/hr
is/day

CO

lbs/hr 32-35 lbs/hr
iday tons/day

lbs/hr
Iday

lbs/hr
'day

' lbs/hr
,/day

NO
x

HC SMOKE ODOR

.12-.15 lbs/hr
tons/day

1.10-1.12 lbs/hr .10-.12 lbs/hr
tons/day tons/day

.05-.06 lbs/hr.
cars/day

.006-.007 lbs/hr
tons/day

12-14 lbs/hr
tons/day

2-3 lbs/hr
cars/day

.0006-.0007 lbs/hr .5-.6 lbs/hr
1000 ft/day tons/day

.003-.006R
tons/day

.02-.03R
tons/day

.014-.0175S

tons/day

.02-.03S
tons/day

.13-.17R .18-.22S

tons/day tons/day

.004-1006R .008-.010S
tons/day tons/day

.012-.016R .016-.020S
tons/day tons/day
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-- INDUSTRIALIST NUMBER 6 --

MISCELLANEOUS NOTES FROM CYCLE I

(Developed Residential in Units,

all other values are in Acres.)
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METRO-APEX -- 9/ 9/71
PRINCIPLES CF AIR PULUTIrN CCNTRCL

-- INDUSTRIALIST NUMBER 6 --

MISCELLAhECLS NCTES FRCP CYCLE 1

CURRENT FPCPEPTY KLCINGS AFTER CYCLE

IDEVELCPEC RESICENTIAL IN UNITS, ALL OTHER VALUE! ARE IN A(

// R ES IDENT I AL // N C N

// //

// SINGLE /MULTIPLE // CCMMERCIAL

// / //

AA STATUS // R-1 R-2 R53/ M-1 M-2 // LOCAL REGIO.

// //

23 CEVELOPFC // 0 C / 0.0 0

4i4o-L440/,/;fye
((ad

AAwkiehedow4/441, ,ez767-wi

CP,44i4ad,
J077 644? 9144 044.0.

B 440 ,a6taaid,ek 4te.

,e4P "z46,ea.4,e

aa4-
C '/""/ 4414444411-/dee"d44441,fr*47444174-1
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NOLSTR AL I ST NUMBER 6 =M. WNW

:LS NCTES cROM CYCLE I

C'Ty 1-CICINGS AFTER CYCLE 1 B
St ALL OTHER VALUES ARE IN ACRES)

I/I/
P 1 E // CCMMERCIAL / INDUSTRIAL / OFFICE I AGR ICUL T

//
M-2 /1 LOCAL REGIONAL / LOCAL E XOG . / E XOG.

//

NCN-RESIDENT !AL

CYCLE 1, PAGE 73
TEAM I

C / 0.0 0.0 0.0 2T .50 o.n 0.0

D Nord,tee eke_ lbzo
vAadfimod Ipat

E Ath,14, ki( at) ileaiaaagiit;

/441 frt4x404z-fr a9iwx

aa.a4eee, *az d4z,e/

E tz /4644 it+44/
latai/A4*1,'eiedi,00

video,/
eetea,01N0/

tiotdfilkez,41
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INDUSTRIALIST NUMBER 6

OUTSTANDING DEBITS (for current cycle)



METRR-APEX -- 0/ 9/71
PRINCIPLES RF AIR POLLUT ION CONTROL

RUTSTANDI NG DEBI TS (AV gatetbdelfit)
A A. PROPERTY TAXES

JUR ISD ICT ION 1 --
JURI SDICTION 2 --
JURI SDICTION 3 --
JURISDICTION 4 --
JLRI SDICTICN 5 --

$

INCUSTR TOL IST NUMBER 6 --

B DELINQUENT Ala
CURRENT

C.

+ 6.00

*

PERCENT

0. a
4 $ 0. =

38398. O. a
0. O. a

4126 4 $ O. a

SUBTOTAL -- CUE IN CYCLE 2

O. LOANS
NO. BALANCE

3 $ 53Rc7R

SUBTOTAL S 539575.

RATE

6.0

YRS LEFT

3

UNDERPAYMENT
PENALTY

C.

A (Mit& id-i/pda Oigh 414et&a//fAV 41Z &or,/ C
ghtftlied 4,4404 y,t,z .*di At
Su (eiz4t1

AidLoblief dA tee /40,ek D

B 1/ ihcriza 01.4 Azdesleee4x/A &eat/
dzez, e,x.etel ,aftztiazd eatae_Aie

44,0.4pazer &-zeweeovii,dedeotor. 514 4/24141
tiaa h goiffreeteetei



INCUSTR I AL IST NUMBER 6 -- CYCLE 1 . PAGE 74
TEAM 1

B DELI NQUE NT AMT
iT 4 6.no PERCENT

PiN PAYMENT
DUE CYCLE 2

0. ...: $ 0.
n . * $ al. = s C.

.498. + $ 0 = $ 38398.
0. + $ 0. = $ 0.

26 . ¶ 0 21 $ 412e

42524 .0

UNDERPAYMENT PIN PAYPEAT
YRS LEFT PENALTY CUE CYCLE 2

3 C. $ 202017.

$ 202011. D

eet.ov C OgdivAgedh,d4//4 ifee yeA4eteitz,
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ciff.4tze

D 4_ i1ft afidedd44,,,i.A9

re / edam./
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INDUSTRIALIST NUMBER 6

DUSTY RHODES CEMENT COMPANY
PROFITS AND INCOME TAX STATEMENT



METRO-APEX -- 91 -'71
PRINCIPLES CF AIR 0C1LUTICh CCNTRCL

I. INCrME CALCULATEC DURING CYCLE 1

-- INDUSTRIALIST NUMBER 6 --

DUSTY RHCCES CEPEKT CMPANY

PROFITS AND INCOME TAX STATEMENT

A. 5.01 PERCENT INTEREST CN CASH FNC OF CYCLE 0
B. PRODUCT SALES
C. CASH TRANSFERS (FROM CTHER PLAYERS)
D. LAND SALES

TOTAL INCOME IN cyru 1

II. CPERATING CCSTS

A. LABOR
P. MATERIALS
C. FUEL
D. GENERAL ADMINISTRATION
F. INVENTORY CARRYING CCSTS
F. POLLUTION CONTROLS CPERATICh
G. PLANT MAINTENANCE
H. CCNSULTANTS - POLLUTICN EMISSICN DATA
I. CONSULTANTS - CONTROL SYSTEM 1)474
J. LCAN PAYMENTS
K. PRCPERTY TAXES

A
L. CASH TRANSFERS (TO OTHER PLAYERS)
M. CAMPAIGN CCNTRIPUTICNS
N. ZONING APPLICATION FEES AND/CR DEPCLITICN CCSTS C

TCTAL OPERATING COSTS TN CYCLE I

III. PROFITS AND INCOME TAXES

111% A. GROSS PROFIT (I. - IT.)
1011 R. TAX DEPRECIATION ALLCWANCE

C. TOTAL TAXABLE ThCCME (A.- R.)
C. FEDERAL ANC STATE INCOME TAXES (55 PERCENT OF C.)
E. NET PROFIT

A áp& httlaideeti.ex#, &to,/k 44oikt4/141A1/ip B Ale.ruezit

Ao2101,iselizet, ft Ld0,4a
44kakaaii ieoffeelotifr okemdi disai4

( ,L



TALIST NUMBER 6 ---

4CCES CEPEKT CCNPANY

MGM TAX STATEMENT

;TS C

C.)

veiZitr.

S 12500.
9453132.

O.

$ 2232100.
153999Q.
392000. rk

1959999. 11,1
39341

n .
600000.

0* E0.
202020.

42423.
O .
0.
O.

CYCLE 19 PAGE 75
TEAM 1

9465611.

$ 7007782.

$ 2457,49.
- 11,000.
$ 2082849.
- 1145566.
$ 1312283.

C
&Ala/

D &A/v/44e, a4t

ida

Egyt

B eatze_ di.ta,t4,,tde (fil4.0y,44,,th lige4etatid-d
/47,,,x4a 4:44,Araog

d&tdeotaite4 Arei Litoi(e4if y'd4-i
&id
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It PAGE 75

C qtru 44447'
4702:4=4-

taa

D dilieczezZa44",4k 1,4474//Ae4 0,44416d&ex
ateeeeda-4thode

Eq4/4a44,frao-vaid4,1,4444,,a/&e44,
did.,4$0,a4f, tosai ow:p#.0 itgaeta.
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INDUSTRIALIST NUMBER 6

DUSTY RHODES CFAENT COMPANY
CASH IN - CASH OUT STATEMENT



mETRC-APFX 0/ 0171
PRINCIPLES OF AIR POLLUTION CONTROL

iv. rAsH IN

A. CASH CARRYOVER FRCP CYCLE 0
P. TOTAL CYCLE INCOMC
C. NEW LOANS REQUESTFC (PNG APPRrVEC)

TOTAL CASH IN

V. CASP CLT

A. TOTAL CYCLE OPERATING COSTS
B. FEDERAL AND STATE INCOME TAXES
C. CAPITAL EXPENGITURFS

INOUSTRIALIST NUMBER 6 --

DUSTY RHODES CEMENT COMPA'

CASH IN - CAS', OUT STATEMENT

A I. PRODUCTION EQUIPMENT E,IPANSICK 0.
A 2. BUILDING EXPPNSICN C.

1. LAND PLRCHASFS
B 4. POLLUTION CONTROL F(MIPmENT C.

TCTAL CAPITAL EXPENDITURFSC O. DIVIDENDS pun

TOTAL CASP OUT

VI. CASH AVAILABLE FOR CYCLF 2 (IV - V.)

VII. FINANCIAL STINGING CVERALL

A. TOTAL NFT WORTH
(CASH 4- Pf-YSICAL PLANT + MARKET VALUE OF INVENTORY CARRYOVER -

B. NET WORTH AT ENC CF CYCLE 0
C. PERCENT CHANGE FRCM CYCLE C
no RAximUM NEW LOPN POSSIBLE AT YOUR CREDIT RATING OF A-I

?4x00&4#7 ,i,teahrio.atu42&444øad.frAit, B
Akexa /44,fitoei,iR, "Y-e4;9M iPzaiep



1CUSTRIAL1ST NUMBER 6

STY RHODES CEMENT COMPANY

CYCLE
TFAM

IN CeS1. OUT STATEMENT

$ 250(100.
9465631.

C.

$ 9715631.

$ 7007782.

c.

o.

1145566e

C.

0.
1.3ontym.

OF INVENTORY CARRYOVER OUTSTANCING LCANS)

'IT RATING OF 41

$ 9453348.

$ ?62212.

$ B57C113.

$ 75580410o
1109 Fit

2193048. 101

PAGE 76

44//,diAtz, B ilt.eadt/iXklti /'A LA("1"111A P17 f. d44
!14;411/At,.
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INDUSTRIALIST NUMBER 6

DUSTY RHODES CFZENT COWANY
PRODUCTION INFORMATION

SS



METRC-APEX -- 9/ 9/71
PRINCIPLES OF AIR PCLLLTICK CCNTRCL

A MAXIMUM CAPACITY
UNITS PRODUCED
PERCENT OF CAPACITY USEC
INVENTORY
INVENTORY UNITS SCLD
NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES

El INVEKTCRY CARRYCVER TC CYCLE 2

MAXIMUM CAPACITY FOR CYCLE 2 (171,

AVERAGE INDUSTRY WIDE PRICE
THIS FIRM'S PRICE
ESTIMATED SALES
ACTUAL SALES
ESTIMATED SALES IN DCLLARS
ACTUAL SALES IN DOLLAR!

-- INDUSTRIALIST NUMBER 6 --

DUTY RHODESa CEmENT CCmFANY
RROCUCTION INFORMATION

CYCLE 1

35COCOO.PELS
2PC41CCC.R91 5

79
4Cr.f7MAR1S
154104018LS

279

245896.591S

15COCCC.BBLS

CYCLE 0

3500000.BR1S
2550CCC.BBLS

73 PCT
201000.BR1S

0SBLS
255

SALES INECRMATICN

3.24 PER BBL $ 3.15 PER BBL
$ 1.7m PER BBL S 3.25 PER ABL
32CrC.0BLS
241C4.11B1S

$ P1239(419.

D $ 9453132.

2600000.BBLS
215COIC.BRLS

$ R45C002,
S 7637501.

RATE CF PROFIT (NET PROFIT/TCTAL VALUE PLANT ANC EQUIPMENT

LANC

BUILDING

EQUIPMENT

16.3C PERCF

INVENTORY OF PHYSICAL FACILITIES
AT PRCCUCTICN LOCATION

TOTAL LAND AREA (ACRES) =
VACANT LAND AREA (ACRFs) =
VACANT LANC WILL ACCCPCCATE

27.50
C.0

soFT. OF ADDIT

BUILDING AREA (SOFT) noocc.ro

GENERAL PRODUCTION ECUIPMENT VALI

POLLuTICN CCNTROL EQUIPMENT VALI

,f27/ Affidgfi 40tiaie,x/ vrzta
In' ihpii000-"/ di 44 (dleo-ffi,

Y/44- d'elt
89

TrIT

TOTAL VALUE OF Pt-



JSTRIALIST NUMBER 6 --

!HODESR CEPENT CCmcANY
TION INFORMATION

CYCLE 0

3500000.RR1S
2550CCC.3BLS

73 PCT
200001.RRLS

0.RRLS
255

ES INFCRPATICN

;RL $ 3.15 PER BBL
3.25 PFR RRL

2610000.BBLS
215COIC.BRLS

$ P451,002.
$ 7617501

JIPMFNT

CYCLE -1

33CCCC.RBLS
2710101.PPLS

77 PCT
300000.BBLS
100000.RR1S

27C

3.10 PER BBL
3.10 PER FIRL

2s0n0ocatiLs
28000t1O.RRLS

$ 86R00O24.
$ R6Rn002.

I6.3C PERCENT

OF PHYSICAL FACILITIES
PricrucTICN LOCATION

cyrt.E 1, PAGE 77
TEAP 1

27.50 LAKD VALUE = $ 550000.
C.0
0.1 SQ.FT. OF ADDITIONAL BUILDING

2500rC.00 PURGING VALUE

'L PROCUCTION EQUIPMENT VALUE = S 3510000.

UTICN CCNTROL EQUIPMENT VALUE = $ 0.

$ E 4000010.

TOTAL EQLTPMENT VALUE = $ IE 3501000.

TOTAL VALUE OF PHYSICAL FACILITTES = $ R050010.

C 19274

L,6z&V
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/v4444H.
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INDUSTRIALIST NUMBER 6

DUSTY RHODES CEMENT COMPANY
COST FACTORS FOR CYCLE 2



PETRC-APFX q/ q/71
PRINCIPLES CF AIR PULLTICN CCNTRCL

INDLcTRIALIST NUMBER 6 --

OLSTY PHCOFS4 CENrEKT CCMPAN'Y

CrST FACTORS FnP CYCLE

A. AVERAE ANNUAL WAGE PER PMPLIYEP
B. NATEPIAL crsTs PER P0CCICT UNIT
C. AVAILABLE FLELS ANC CCST 0FP PPCDUCT UNIT

1. irw cgarE

A 7. HInH GRADE CCAL
?. trw CRAOE OIL
4. fPArF OIL
c. NATI;PAL GAc

C. CFNFRAL ACMINISTRATION COSTS PFP PPCDUCT UNIT
F. INVFNTCRY CAPPYINC CCSTS 0ER PRCEUCT UNIT
F. FFO. AND cTATF INCCMP TAx RATF

(PERCENT CF TOTtL TAXABLE INCrIMF)
G . TAX OFPPFCIATICN ALLCWANCE RATE

C H

(PF,PCFNT nE VAL RULF nF IL)INaS AND ECUIPmENT)
MAY. TAX CEPRECIATIrN AlLnwANCE FOP CYCLE
(WU:01NC AMCLNTc NCT CLAINFr IN PPICR CYCLES

I. PLANT MAINTENAN(E PATE
(PERCENT CE VALUE CF PUILOINGS AM) FQUIPMENT)

J MAINTENANCE EXPENOITLRE REQUIRE!" IN CYCLE
K . CCNSULTANT FEE - POLLUTIrN EmISSICN DATA

ri L. CCNSLLTANT FFE - CCNTFCL SYSTEmS CATA
LI M. 70NINIC AnPLICATICN FPE

N . FUEL TN USE IN CYCLE 1 0

A 2,iidt &id,azi/ aftakz /44 k4teitag4i C
o&idaeceti,e4v &fie LAsi

esa6 VIAti
4464, 11,444

B 4i D
LiiAz
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TRIALIST NUmBER 6 --

4rOES@ rFPFKT CCNPANY

>ACTORS FnP CYCLE 2

miallYFP $ 132q;.qg
r UNIT 0.9F
°FR PRCDLC T UNIT

CYCLF 1, PAGE 7e
TEAM 1

0.15
1.17
1.14 In
1.1q

iSIS

1.31
PFR PRCOLCT UNIT 1.7n

0FR PRCCUCT UNIT 0.17
PATF s5 PERCENT
1NrnmF)

F RATF 5 PERCENT
OINir,S AND FCUIPMENT)
("NANCE FOP CYCLE 7 $ 37sone,
AINFr rn pptcQ CYCLES)

P PERCENT
-0INGS AND FAUIPMENT)
FouTPFf IN CYCLE

FmICCICNI DATA
SYSTFAPS rATA

$ 601nOn.
$5frl
$90(7C
S 101

TyPP 1 fcFF CrOF unDER C. WIVE)

,nabv C 9z,txami +ice64, dizi-e,Aezz,e6,

L,10.41 aidoxhi,4A, ifea, 4 /-4.
Lee&tt 4 ,44,
zedi:iit490, il,e,itezvAyiii-*6.

D %zt "41/eidsgeee,a, deeim000f/te,iiezata,/
Azgailda4dliezeizd414
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29 APEX ANALYSIS AREAS

TOWNSHIP 1

Areas 23, 24, 25, 26, 27 and 28

TOWNSHIP 2

Areas 14, 15, 16, 20, 21, 22 and 29

SUBURB

Areas 17, 18 and 19

CENTRAL CITY

Ward One: Areas 1, 2, 3, and 4

Ward Two: Areas 5, 6, 7 and 8

Ward Three: Areas 9, 10, 11, 12 and 13
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